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Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of Engineering, Bandra

UBA

Report

Counselling Session at Arnalla Killa
27th June 2022

The UBA Team under the leadership of Dr. Sunil Yadav and Prof Pradeep Singh conducted a Counselling

session creating awareness among the students against committing suicide

As , you know, Fr. CRCE , under the Unnat Bharat Abhiyaan (UBA) has been actively involved in the

village and conducted a counselling session for clearing the doubts in the minds of the students for selecting a

future career path. the program was organised on 24th of  June 2022

The session was delivered by Dr. Joseph Rodrigues from Our College, who is the Counsellor for our

College. He has personally Counselled More than 500 Students for career Development. Delivered Career

Counselling Session for 10th and 12th students all over Maharashtra and BMC Schools.

Dr. Joseph Conducted an interactive session with the students and delivered the lecture with the help of a

video and interactive session with the students. The session was planned in consultation with the faculty of the

zilla parishad school regarding the recent increased suicide rates among the students. the students were

guided about the implications of the act on their family members and how one can keep themselves motivated

in the case of difficulty. The students were also guided about the help they can provide to others who might be

going through depression or tough times in order to lift their spirits and give a feeling of support

The session was success and the students thanked Dr. Joseph for the wonderful experience and

enlightening session on the same

Prof. Saurabh Korgaonkar

UBA Coordinator



Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of Engineering, Bandra 

UBA 

Book Distribution Drive 

25th April 2022 

 

On 23rd April, 2022 UBA Chapter of FRCRCE under the leadership of Dr. Deepak Bhauskar and team 

Mr. Nilesh Patil, Mr. Gudekar and Mr. Amit kumar Sonawane conducted a book donation drive for 

the school children of the respective grampanchayats.  

The intent of the book donation drive was to build a good relation with the villagers to carry out the 

village survey according to the action plan of the UBA Scheme. The team upon arrival was greeted 

with a bouquet of flowers from the school children. The program commenced with Dr. Deepak 

Bhauskar addressing the school children, the faculty and the parents of the children with the aim of 

UBA program. This was followed with a few motivational words on how the students would cope up 

with their studies and aim for a better career plan. Then the books and other stationary was 

distributed with the students and the faculty was thanked for their cooperation and arranging the 

same.  

Overall, the team helped to build a good relation and most important a strong point of contact with 

in the school which would be further utilised to plan, coordinate and conduct future activities in the 

village  

 

 

Prof. Saurabh Korgaonkar 

UBA Coordinator  



NSS CRCE

REPORT ON ART OF LIVING

Place: Zoom meeting

Date: August 26th-28th , 2021

We are all aware of the tremendous advantages that Yoga brings in our day to day life. From Increased
Flexibility and Weight Reduction to Improved Respiratory System and Heart Health, Yoga comes with a Full
Package.

Keeping this in mind, NSS CRCE organized a Webinar on Yoga with Art of living.
It was 3 day workshop for yoga. In the Webinar, started off by doing few Stretches. After few minutes of
Stretching, He went on with Meditation and guided all the students during it. She  also spoke about the
various advantages of doing Meditation daily, like Increase in Concentration and less Stress and Anxiety.

She shared an Inspirational and Motivating Story with all of us, about how he decided not to pursue
Engineering and do something what he is really passionate about, which is nothing but Yoga!

After that, she exercised along with the students. She did various Pranayams, Asanas and Yoga for Back Pain
and Better Posture.



NSS CRCE

REPORT ON WORLD PEACE DAY

Platform: Google Meet
Date: September 21st, 2021.

Topic: Radiate peace and liberate your soul.
• Documentary streamed through Youtube featuring BK Shivani ( Spiritual speaker and Nari Shakti awardee)
• Lightning a candle followed by virtual pledge ceremony
On 21st September 2021, at 5:30 IST, members of NSS CRCE had organised a Documentary session along
with pledge ceremony in order to make everyone understand importance of peace and why it should be our
priority followed by lightning a candle which symbolises peace .The session began with a brief introduction
about what is peace and why are we unable to experience peace in our life. This brief introduction was given
by the Host. Post the introduction documentary was streamed to all the participants.
After the documentary everyone were told to switch on their cameras and light a candle. After Lightning the
candle everyone were told to hold the candle and take a pledge . A six line pledge was recited by the host.
Attendance for this event was granted to the volunteers switching on their cameras and their participation
during candle lightning and pledge. The session ended with the vote of thanks by the Host. Pictures during the
pledge as well as during documentary streaming were taken by the NSS Council, which were posted on their
Instagram and Facebook handles.



NSS CRCE

REPORT ON CARDIAC SESSION

Platform: Google Meet
Date: September 26th , 2021.

On 26 September 2021 Nss Crce along with Nss -Tsec conducted an online workshop iCare on Cardiac
Arrest Resuscitation by Holy Family Hospital ,Bandra .

The aim of this event  was to make everyone aware about the medical condition known as sudden cardiac
arrest which is the cause of almost 3% deaths  in India irrespective of age and how lives of people can be
saved by this condition by giving them immediate heart  resuscitation until medical health arrives.     
 The event started with introductions to esteemed Doctors from Holy family hospital. They started with making
everyone aware about how to recognize sudden cardiac arrest and then how to save the life of the person by
doing CPR techniques . They also demonstrated how to do CPr on a plastic model. Then they introduced
everyone to a life saving device called an AED (shock machine) which helps to save the lives of patients
under sudden cardiac arrest

The entire session was very knowledgeable and important . All the volunteers understood the importance to
know about  life saving and extremely important skills of CPR. The session ended with Q/A round wherein
volunteers asked their questions to the doctors 

The event was concluded by thanking all the Doctors of Holy Family Hospital for conducting this session and
also to Nss-Tsec for collaborating with us for this session and attendance of all the volunteers were marked.



NSS CRCE

REPORT ON DOG SAFETY
Platform: Google Meet
Date: October 4th , 2021

On the 4th of October, NSS CRCE in association with the Utkarsh organization had organized
an informative session by Mr. Jatin Soni. Mr. Jatin through his Utkarsh Foundation has been
working towards creating awareness about dog accidents that take place on roads due to low
visibility during rains and foggy nights.
The session mainly focused on ways how these accidents could be avoided. One of these ways
is using Radium Collars. These reflective collars help the drivers to notice these street dogs
while driving in the dark. Mr. Jatin explained the volunteers how these collars were to be tied
around the dogs and how these dogs could be approached in case the dogs are scared of us. He
also explained what could be done if one comes across in injured dog or any animal for that
matter.
This session greatly helped the dog lovers among the volunteers who wanted to help the stray
dogs but were either afraid or confused as to how they could help. In accordance to Mr. Jatin’s
advice, NSS CRCE has also purchased a set of these radium collars which would be used in a
subsequent event that will be conducted by the NSS CRCE team.
The session helped the volunteers learn a new skill of approaching stray dogs and also gave
them insights about the treatment of injured animals. The session ended with the vote of thanks
by the Host. Post session pictures were taken by the NSS Council, which were posted on their
Instagram and Facebook handles.



NSS CRCE

REPORT ON MARINE POLLUTION

Platform: Google Meet
Date: October 13th – 14th , 2021

On 13 &14th october 2021 Nss organised an online awareness session to enlighten all our volunteers on the
very important issue of marine pollution .
This session was conducted in collaboration with United Way Mumbai who are an organisation who have
been working relentlessly in cleanliness and waste management at shores Mumbai and saving lives of marine
species and also have been creating awareness through their programs. We had Pooja and Tushar from United
Way Mumbai to enlighten us on this topic .
The entire event was hosted by event coordinator Anshula Raina. The session begins with a Q/N session on
how much our volunteers know about marine pollution and then went ahead with discussing different coral
species in oceans, their living habitat etc, then explaining how dumped waste in oceans affect them , also
enlightening us on how marine pollution not only affects all the marine species but also us humans in
different ways . Further the session was progressed with a Q/N question where volunteers had to answer
questions based on what they understood in this session , all the volunteers actively participated
This session helped all the volunteers to understand the alarming situation of marine pollution
And how now they need to take a stand for this cause. The session was ended with a vote of thanks to United
Way Mumbai for conducting this event and attendance of all the volunteers were marked



NSS CRCE

REPORT ON OLD AGE HOME

Date: November 13th, 2021

“Winkles will only go where the smile have been”

It is necessary for all of us to respect elders and keep them in good manner with all the happiness
required at the ageing time. They are like an encyclopedia of experience which gets on updating as the
time passes, so, we can get to learn a lot from them if they are in good shape and mental health. So, as
a responsible student it’s our responsibility to help them in any kind, any manner, any place, or any thing
we could.
NSS-CRCE organized a visit to old age home at Uttan, Bhayander on 13th of Novemnber 2021.
This visit was to create awareness among the volunteers of NSS-CRCE and students of FR. CRCE that
we should show utmost respect to elders and help them in any way possible. After, arriving at the
vrudhasharam, we all first had an introduction of ourself with the family who looked after all the people
and then they had our introduction with the old age people over there. In the introduction, many elderly
people shared their experience of how they got into the ashram and after that how the family looked after
them. Then we had organized various fun activities which were decided, which includes Singing program,
Antakshari, Musical chairs and dance at the end of the noon to finish the noon activities. Then we all had
our lunch along with the elderly.After a heavy lunch, we all felt very drowsy, as expected, so, to overcome
the sleep we played Bingo among the elderly, where there were gifts for the winners at every stage, so,
none should be disappointed. This game continued for a long time and we couldn’t figure how fast the
time went while playing. Also, while leaving we NSS-CRCE gave donations in the form of daily required
stuffs to the old age home and the volunteers also brought things to donate there.
Now at the departing time, it was time to say goodbye to all of them for the wonderful and
experienced day we had with them. Not only there were tears in the eyes of elderly people but also in the
eyes of the volunteers, this explains how a day long love, affection and bonding is worth an experience.
In this way, we spent the whole day in the shelter of elderly gaining knowledge and life lessons from the
most experienced people we could ever meet.





NSS CRCE

REPORT ON COVID-19 DOCUMENTARY

Platform: Google Meet
Date: November 18th , 2021

On 18th october 2021 Nss Crce organised a session to address this difficult time of covid 19
A documentary was presented to all the volunteers . The documentary discussed and
showed how difficult and terrifying are covid 19 situations but still how young youth , NGO’s
and different organisations from different parts of the country came together and helped
different people around them irrespective of caste , gender , religion etc. Them aim of this
session was to motivate our volunteers not only take care of their families and themselves
but also help people around them as much as they can
All the volunteers definitely realized how different people, Ngo’ s, were devoted to help
others selflessly and save their lives . This documentary definitely motivated to them help
others and also take much care of themselves and their families

Session was concluded by taking attendance of all the volunteers



NSS CRCE

REPORT ON NATURE TRAIL

Date: December 11th , 2021

NSS CRCE with the help of Prof. Jagdish Vakale from TCSC had organised a Nature Trail in
the Sanjay Gandhi National Park. This nature trail consisted of a walk through the orchid green
houses, the artificial water hole made for leopards and other places where visitors aren't
generally allowed.
Prof. Jagdish Vakale is currently working with the Thakur College of Science and Commerce,
Kandivali as a Biology Professor. He has also worked with the Information Centre in the SGNP
as an additional educational officer for seven years which make him the best person to educate
a group of excited teenagers, that the NSS volunteers were. Prof. Vakale guided the volunteers
through some of those precious areas of the SGNP that are otherwise out of reach of the visitors.
The orchid greenhouses, the leopard waterhole are some beautifully maintained natural
treasures that the volunteers could see. Along with these invaluable visuals that the volunteers
saw, Prof. Vakale also spoke about the various species of flora and fauna that the company
encountered enroute the trail. He also shed information about the leopard census held every
summer and also encouraged the volunteers to be a part of this census in the coming future.
This nature trail surely invoked a sense of curiosity about the wildlife and forests among the
budding engineers who are otherwise unaware of this branch of the sciences. Prof. Vakale and
his words of encouragement and guidance will surely prove to be of great value to the
volunteers as well as NSS CRCE in their future endeavours.





NSS CRCE

REPORT ON SUSTAINABLE LIVING

Platform: Google Meet
Date: December 17th , 2021

NSS CRCE in association with OnlyPlanet.in had organised a webinar by Mrs. Sunita Rajesh and her
team about sustanability and ways in which one could lead a sustanable life. OnlyPlanet.in is an
organisation trying to create a system that would help the masses to calculate their carbon footprint and
making them aware of the effects their daily actions have on the environment. Prior to the webinar, NSS
CRCE has encouraged the volunteers to use this carbon footprint calculator created by OnlyPlanet.in.
This helped the volunteers to realise the gravity of the hazard that humans are posing to the enviroment
as well as the human race itself. NSS CRCE has also pledged to spread this carbon footprint calcuator
to a throusand users so that more and more awareness could be created.
This session by Mr. Kishore Kavadia and Mrs. Sunita Rajesh opened new doors for the volunteers to
explore ways in which they could help the environment and the community. The volunteers went back
with a new vision of responsibility towars Mother Earth. Mr. Kishore Kavadia and Mrs. Sunita Rajesh
and their words of encouragement and guidance will surely prove to be of great value to the
volunteers as well as NSS CRCE in their future endeavours.



NSS CRCE

REPORT ON ROAD SAFETY

Platform: Google Meet
Date: December 21st , 2021

On 21 December Nss organised an online awareness program on road safety. Road accidents have caused
several deaths of people all over  India. And most of these accidents involve two  wheelers and mostly people 
belonging to the age group of 18 to 45 and  manier times the reason for these accidents are lack proper
training and knowledge of road safety rules . So Nss organised event to enlighten all the participants

Session was conducted in collaboration with United way mumbai .We had two trainers Rohit and Karan who
are automobile engineers as well as certified trainers to conduct this event.
It was a very knowledgeable session they talked about various road signs and different road
Safety rules that every driver should know.

The entire session was conducted by event coordinator Anshula Raina . The session ended with Q/N around
wherein all volunteers asked their questions to the speaker.
And the session ended with a vote of thanks to our speakers and all the volunteers present in the session and
attendance of all volunteers were marked.



NSS CRCE

REPORT ON SAY NO TO DRUGS

Platform: Google Meet

Date: January 7th , 2022

On 7th January 2022, NSS CRCE organised a session to educate the volunteers about the
negative effects of drug use. The documentary addressed many important issues related
to drug users in India, that is how easily accessible it is for common people to get
narcotic drugs in local chemist shops and how it leads people already in poverty and
depression to further worsen their condition. The documentary also discussed the fact
about why people are unable to get rid of their addiction and what leads people to
consume such drugs. The situation of describing the situation of drug users in India ends
with the portrayal of a drug rehabilitation centre which allows people to slowly get rid of
their addiction and also portrays how difficult it is for a drug addict to go completely
drug free.
The documentary further discusses the condition of drug users in Uruguay which is
known as ‘The Cannabis Country’ where cannabis trade is legal and drug use is popular.
The documentary lastly points out the situation of drug users in Tanzania, South Africa
living in poverty. It helped us to understand the life of an heroin addict who has been
living in poverty since childhood and in and out of treatment for drug abuse. In Tanzania,
heroin addiction is a big problem as it is imported from the USA at cheap rates and is
readily available to common people at low prices.
All volunteers understood the struggle that goes through an addict's life to get rid of drug
addiction. The session ended with an online pledge that was introduced by the
government named ‘SAY YES TO LIFE, NO TO DRUGS’ in which all the volunteers
filled their information and took the pledge to fight against drug abuse. The pledge says,

We realise that drug abuse is increasing in our country, especially among the youth
and this is a matter of concern. We pledge that we will cooperate in stopping the
drug abuse. We promise that we will not consume any harmful or illegal drugs in
any way for any purpose.
We will create awareness about the ill effects of drug abuse by encouraging every
person, especially the youth so that the youth of India can live drug free and they
can become creative and important members of the society.
Today we pledge that we will stay away from drugs and live a healthy life.





NSS CRCE

REPORT ON IMPORTANCE OF MANGROVES

Platform: Google Meet
Date: January 19th , 2022
On 19th January we began the meet with Introduction about Ms. Rucha Kulkarni. This session
began with Ms. Kulkarni giving brief information about the mangrove forest and the place
they are located.Then she explained about the importance of mangroves and the special
features about them such as their aerial roots, can tolerate salty water,they keep us safe from
the tsunamis.Later in the session we discussed about how mangroves are in danger due to
various reasons such as deforestation, water pollution etc and how they help us in many ways
as climate regulation, fisheries, coastal protection, tourism etc.There was a question and
answer round at the end of the session about the places where mangroves



NSS CRCE

REPORT ON SAY NO TO SMOG

Platform: Google Meet
Date: February 3rd , 2022

National Service scheme unit of Fr. CRCE has organized a webinar on “Say No To Smog” on
Air pollution has been recognized as the world’s largest single environmental health risk. The Global Burden of Disease
2010 (GBD) ranked air pollution as a leading cause of death and disability in India.
Smog, or smoke fog, is a type of intense air pollution. The word "smog" was coined in the early 20th century,
and is a portmanteau of the words smoke and fog[1] to refer to smoky fog due to its opacity, and odor.[2] The
word was then intended to refer to what was sometimes known as pea soup fog, a familiar and serious
problem in London from the 19th century to the mid-20th century. This kind of visible air pollution is composed
of nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxide, ozone, smoke and other particulates. Man-made smog is derived from coal
combustion emissions, vehicular emissions, industrial emissions, forest and agricultural fires and
photochemical reactions of these emissions.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_pollution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portmanteau
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smoke
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fog
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smog#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smog#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pea_soup_fog
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_oxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sulfur_oxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ozone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Particulate_matter


Glimpses of the activity are as follows: 

NSS CRCE

REPORT ON TREE PLANTATION IN COLLEGE

Date: February 15th , 2022

February 15

th

2022, Mumbai

The NSS unit of the institute had organized Tree Plantation at Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of

Engineering. The Council members of NSS first of all took all the saplings to the college. All

volunteers and council members were assigned the task to plant flowering and non flowering plants

in a pot and some other basic gardening work.

In all 30 trees, were planted on the occasion, in which 15 are flowering plants and 15 were of  

non-flowering plants.



All the members took active participation. It was indeed a great experience.

NSS CRCE

REPORT ON BLOOD DONATION CAMP

Platform: Google Meet
Date: January 19th , 2022

Donating a part of ourselves for the betterment of the society is our motto, NSS CRCE along with the staff of
renowned Holy Family Hospital were successful in organizing a Blood Donation Campaing on 17th February
,2022 . The Drive received an overwhelming response from the students as well as the staff of our college.
Various posters and promotion were done of blood donation, in college premises canteen and in staff room.



The event commenced by 10:am in the morning and went upto 4:00 in the evening. Donors of all blood groups donated
their blood. Each donor was given snacks post donation. Certificates were provided to all the donors by the hospital.
Donors with rare blood group were given a special gift. Enough amount of blood was collected and the hospital staff as
well as the donors went home with happy faces.





NSS CRCE

REPORT ON SOCIAL ACTIVISM

Platform: Google Meet
Date: February 27th , 2022

 Initiative towards betterment! by social activist Sanjoli Banerjee.

Sanjoli Banerjee, 22, is a full-time social activist, a graduate in International Security Studies from the Australian
National University (ANU) Canberra and recipient of various awards.

The seminar will help us raise the spirit of activism📣 and question the ill functioning of our government bodies.

Join in for gaining knowledge from an expert in the field and take a step towards being an activist



NSS CRCE

REPORT ON TREE PLANTATION AT ST. JOSEPH

Date: March 12th , 2022

Fr. CRCE launched an extensive plantation programme in St. Joseph on March 12, 2022. As a part of national
service scheme our institute binds to contribute to the activities which are beneficial to the improvement of the
society. The students and teachers from our college planted saplings in empty places in well organized manner.
The tree plantation programme started at 10am. In order to restore the eco-balance of the afforestation this drive
was taken with all seriousness. Trees play an important role in reducing the air pollution and to maintain the
good quality air level in environment. So every individual should plant as many trees as possible . Because day
by day pollution level in environment is getting worse. Hence, plantation is the only solution. As the
surrounding of St . Joseph  high school is crowded by vehicles so it may lead to increase the pollution level in
that area. As it is also surrounding by educational institute ,tree plantation will help to maintain the good air .

This tree plantation programme was done in collaboration with turning tide George Sir who helped us a lot. All
necessary support was provided to students and thus the programme was successfully completed. Participants
were highly excited and enthusiastic to make it a big successStudents understood the importance of plantation
and types of trees beneficial for environment





Day 1 (4/3/22): Drawing competition and Sports day

The first day of the camp started with the volunteers meeting the Tandulwadi Zilla Parishad school students. On
the first day, NSS CRCE had organised a drawing competition wherein the students were asked to depict their
idea of a pollution free environment. The students were provided with the drawing material by NSS CRCE.
Later that day after interacting with the students and the school officials, NSS CRCE organised a small sports
day event where along with the school students, the NSS CRCE volunteers, too, participated. All students and
volunteers participated with great enthusiasm in all the games that took place.



Day 2 (5/3/22): Painting of school fences and sitting area

The next day, NSS CRCE embarked upon the first social service activity that had been planned: beautifying and
painting the Tandulwadi School fences and the sitting area near the school. The volunteers created various
Warli art forms on these benches and fences. This painting job was an addition to the painting work that the
previous batches of NSS CRCE volunteers had started in the school.



Day 3 (6/3/22): Village survey

On 6th of March, Sunday, We started our day with YOGA where we performed various Yoga aasan like surya
namaskar , Padmasan Aloom viloom etc.. NSS CRCE with the permission of the Gramsevika, started with the
village survey that had been assigned. This survey collected information about the annual income, living
facilites and other details about the villagers of the Tandulwadi village. This data that was collected helped the
volunteers to gain a deeper insight into the life of the villagers. This survey also gave the volunteers an
opportunity to have an one to one interaction with the villagers that the volunteers visited. This newly gained
insight will greatly help in shaping the personalities of the volunteers

.



Day 4 (7/3/22): Creating the school library

On this day,NSS CRCE setup a library for the school with more than 200 books which was a necessity as stated
by the principal. Lights in the classrooms and the library were also taken care of. The swing in the school were
repaired along with the see-saw for kids to play with. Maintenance of the computers that were previously
donated by NSS CRCE was also done. A small workshop was also conducted to teach the students how they
could use the computers more carefully and responsibly

.



Day 5 (8/3/22): Women’s Day and Cultural Day Celebration –

We organized a women’s day and cultural day function for the women and children of the village with fun
games and dances.



Day 6 (9/3/22): Trekking and Cleanliness Drive on Tandulwadi Fort

As a recreational and volunteering activity, NSS CRCE organised a trek to the Tandulwadi fort and cleanliness
drive on the way to the fort. This greatly helped in increasing the beauty of the path leading to the top of the
fort. Having to clean the garbage themselves, the volunteers realised the importance of maintaining the hygiene
of places of natural and historical importance.



Day 7 (10/3/22) Workshop on menstrual hygiene

Menstrual hygiene is a matter of grave concern to us all and keeping that in mind, NSS CRCE organised a
session on the importance of menstrual hygiene and how menstrual hygiene could be maintained. This helped
the school girls and everyone present there to gather information about this so important aspect of life.



Thank you
For giving this opportunity

to have a wonderful journey with NSS
and collecting a bag full of memories.

Each report has a story to tell and memories to smile.



The Beach Clean-up 

Waste has been a major factor affecting the nature surrounding us, the water bodies have 

majorly been a victim to the menace created by us, the people. Cleaning the aspects one after 

another would provide a beginning to a change, an action to the words of the wise and a 

nurturing and secure future for the generations to come ahead. So we the Rotaract Club of 

CRCE decided to implement a Beach Cleanup drive. 

The Beach Clean-up was conducted in collaboration with 'Change is us', on 24th October on 

the coasts of Girgaum Chowpatty. The volunteers started gathering near café ideal around 

7:00 am. There where over 150 volunteers who participated for the cleanup drive. The event 

was carried out keeping all the covid-19 protocols and safety of the volunteers into 

consideration. A total of 100 minutes of cleanup was conducted by our volunteers. Time to 

time images were clicked during the entire event. After winding-up the clean up, snacks were 

distributed to all the volunteers. The event was concluded with a vote of thanks given by 

Shubh Mehta (Co-founder of Change is Us) and our  President Rtr. Sifra Maria Biju. 

The results of the cleanup were evident and were appreciated even by the visitors. Around 

200-300 kg of waste was removed from the Girgaum coastal stretch. Our Beach cleanup 

project was like ripples in a pond. It aided in beach restoration and also prevent debris from 

flowing back into the sea. The most direct impact we had was, removing plastic from the 

beach so it can no longer harm Marine Life. 

 

Link for the Photos: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Pgq_7q401zGO6Ff3blvL5hRC-

g3djBXI?usp=sharing 
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REPORT: BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
DATE: 29/03/2022

Report:

E-cell conducted the third phase of the Idea Competition called “Business Model Canvas” in
collaboration with IIC-FrCRCE on 29th March 2022. The session gave students a platform to present
their innovative ideas and proposed solutions giving them a spirit to start their entrepreneurial journey.
This session focused on the business plan aspect of the ideas.

Name of the event: “Business Model Canvas”

Date of the event: 29th March 2022

Sponsoring organisation: E-cell and Institute Innovation Council (IIC)

Total number of teams: 5

5 teams had the opportunity to present their business plans in front of the expert panel of judges who
judged them on the basis of financial feasibility, technologies used, market survey, etc. After a brief
introduction to judges, a gist of the flow of the event was given to everyone for ensuring the smooth
flow of the event. Each team was then asked to give their business plan presentation based on their
topics for about 10-15 mins after which a Q & A session followed during which the judges asked the
teams a variety of questions to test their idea, the business model and real life applicability of the used
idea.
The panel of judges for this competition were as follows:

1. Mr. Shikhar Sachdev, Director, Dhaniram Group of Industries
2. Prof. Sunil Das, Associate Professor, Dept. of Production Engineering, FrCRCE
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The Q&A session was perhaps the best part as the students got to learn ample of things from the
insightful inputs from the judges who are the experts in their field. Students with their curiosity flowing
also took full advantage of this opportunity and it's certain that they learned a great deal that day from
everyone. Overall the event was a big success with the judges being impressed by students’ work and
students learning from the judges.

Prof. Prajakta Bhangale                                                                                         Yash Deshmukh
(E-cell Teacher Incharge)                                                                                (E-cell General Secretary)

Some snapshots from the session:
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REPORT: DEMO DAY
DATE: 23/04/2022

Report:

E-Cell conducted the final phase of the Idea Competition called “Demo Day” in collaboration with
IIC-FrCRCE on 23rd April 2022. Demo Day gave students a platform to present their innovative ideas
and proposed solutions giving them a spirit to start their entrepreneurial journey.

Name of the event: “Demo Day”

Date of the event: 23rd April 2022

Sponsoring organisation: E-Cell and Institute Innovation Council (IIC)

Total number of teams: 5

Objective:
Idea Competition was started with the intention of giving the bright young entrepreneurial minds of the
country to pursue their entrepreneurial endeavours by competing at the highest level possible with and
also against other peers of the same calibre. This not only gave them the platform to enhance their
skills but also an opportunity to make it big as an entrepreneur. Demo Day is the 3rd phase of this
same competition where the top few teams who made it past the previous phases compete. With this
the students of this institution get a chance to take their start-up ideas and present in front of some of
the most experienced people from the industry.

Thus, the final 5 teams who made it to the last phase of the Idea Competition had the opportunity to
present their business ideas in front of the expert panel of judges who judged them on the basis of
financial feasibility, technologies used, market survey, etc. After a brief introduction to judges, a gist of
the flow of the event was given to everyone for ensuring the smooth flow of the event. Each team was
then asked to give their presentation based on their topics for about 10-15 mins. The Q&A and
comments from the judges were reserved for after all the presentations by the teams. And as soon as
the presentations were done, the Q&A session followed during which the judges asked the teams a
variety of questions to test their idea, the business model and real life applicability of the used idea.
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The 5 teams who made it this far were nothing short of a bunch of enthusiastic, driven and talented
individuals. The 5 teams were:

1. Team AsthaGraha - To create free games which help in learning concepts.
2. Team Pet Care - To build a website on rescuing stray/wounded animals using GPS with the

help of NGOs.
3. Team Coconut Harvester - Creating a robot which will be attached to the coconut tree and can

handle the dangerous part of harvesting.
4. Team B Byte Pharmacare - PharmaCare is an application which can make the medical

history/data of the patients accessible from anywhere at any time.
5. Clear It - A platform to connect the knowledge seeker with a domain expert through live one on

one video meets where they can clarify their doubts, get guidance, get their  issues resolved
and much more in various technical areas like projects, programming language concepts, etc

The panel of judges for this competition were as follows:

1. Mr. Abhijit Deshpande, Financial Risk Manager, JP Morgan
2. Mr. Mihir Baxi, Head Marketing, Spectra at Wockhardt LTD
3. Ms. Aishwarya Tawade, Software Developer, Tata Consultancy Services
4. Ms. Shalini Vaishnav, Import Executive, Yog Global Enterprise

Outcome of the event:
The Q&A session was perhaps the best part as the students got to learn ample of things from the
insightful inputs from the judges who are the experts in their field. Students with their curiosity flowing
also took full advantage of this opportunity and it's certain that they learned a great deal that day from
everyone. Overall the event was a big success with the judges being impressed by students’ work and
students learning from the judges.

Prof. Prajakta Bhangale                                                                                         Yash Deshmukh
(E-cell Teacher Incharge)                                                                                (E-cell General Secretary)



Some snapshots from the session:
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REPORT: PITCHING EVENT FOR PoCs DEVELOPED & LINKAGE WITH INNOVATION
AMBASSADORS FOR MENTORSHIP SUPPORT

Name of the event: “Pitching Event for PoCs developed & linkage with Innovation
Ambassadors for mentorship support.”

Platform of the event: Google Meet Recordings

Sponsoring organisation: Entrepreneurship Cell (E-cell)

Number of teams participated: 10

E-cell is conducting the Proof of Concept (PoC) event which provides a platform for students to
present their innovative ideas and proposed solutions giving them a spirit to start their
entrepreneurial journey. Registrations for this were open till October 10th 2021.

The basic definition of Proof of Concept would be the evidence obtained from the original project,
which is executed to demonstrate a project idea/business plan/project plan is feasible. PoC is an
important part of the project developmental process in many industries and fields as it also verifies
that concepts and theories applied to a project will result in a successful final project.

Keeping all that in mind the event was organised to give students a much needed experience in
their entrepreneurial journey. A team of 3 to 5 members in front of a panel of judges presented their
ideas followed by a Q&A session. We received a total of 10 PoCs this year and the event was
conducted online wherein 10 teams participated and Prof. Prajakta Bhangale, Prof. Kranti Wagle
and Prof. Swati Ringe served on the panel of judges.

All the teams came up with innovative ideas and the team with maximum points will be declared as
the winner of the event. The themes for this year were - Healthcare & Biomedical devices,
Agriculture & Rural Development, Smart Vehicles/ Electric Vehicle/Electric vehicle motor and battery
technology, Food Processing, Robotics and Drones, Waste Management, Clean & Potable Water,
Renewable and affordable Energy, IoT based technology (e.g. Security & Surveillance systems etc),
ICT, cyber physical systems, Blockchain, Cognitive computing, Cloud Computing, AI & ML and other
emerging areas of innovation and startup opportunity.
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Winners of the event will be awarded with cash prizes and all the participants will receive a
Participation Certificate.

Prof. Prajakta Bhangale                                                                                      Yash Deshmukh
(E-cell Teacher Incharge)                                                                            (E-cell General Secretary)

Some snapshots from the session:
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REPORT: IDEA COMPETITION
DATE: 09/10/2021

Name of the event: “Idea Competition”

Date of the event: 9th October 2021

Platform of the event: Google Meet

Sponsoring organisation: E-cell and Institute Innovation Council (IIC)

No. teams of participated: 23

ECELL-CRCE conducted the Idea Competition in collaboration with IIC-FR CRCE. Idea Competition
is a platform for students to present their innovative ideas and proposed solutions giving them a spirit
and inspiration to start their entrepreneurial journey. A team of 3 to 4 members in front of a panel of
judges presented their ideas followed by a question and answer session. Each team was allotted 15
minutes for their presentations. Ideas are shortlisted for final presentation on the basis of novelty,
technologies used, technical and financial feasibility and market survey.

This year the event was conducted online wherein 23 teams participated out of which 11 teams made
it to the 2nd phase of the idea competition. Professors from FRCRCE served as the judges for the
competition for both the phases.
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All teams came up with innovative ideas. The team with maximum points will be declared as the
winner of the competition.

Themes for this year were:

1. Healthcare & Biomedical devices
2. Agriculture & Rural Development
3. Smart Vehicles/ Electric Vehicle/ Electric vehicle motor and battery

technology
4. Food Processing
5. Robotics and Drones
6. Waste Management
7. Clean & Potable Water
8. Renewable and affordable Energy
9. IoT based technologies (e.g. Security & Surveillance systems etc)
10.ICT, cyber physical systems, Blockchain, Cognitive computing, Cloud

computing, AI & ML
11.Other emerging areas of innovation and Startup opportunity

Winners of the competition will be awarded with cash prizes and all the participants will receive a
Participation Certificate. Overall the event was a great success.

Prof. Prajakta Bhangale                                                                                              Yash Deshmukh
(Teacher incharge)                                                                                               (General Secretary)



Some snapshots from the session:
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NSS REPORT 2020-2021

“The happiest people I know, are those who lose themselves in the service of others.”
-Anne Frank

NSS has always stood up to its strong spirit of serving the society., keeping in mind the motto “Not Me
But You”. Thus, the belief that we must strive for others is being realized through the selfless services of our
unit who get into timely action, be it lending a helping hand to the needy or protecting and conserving the
environment. We extend our gratitude tour Director Fr. Valerian Dsouza our Principal Dr. Srija Unnikrishnan
our Program Officers Prof. Pradeep Singh, Prof. Dipali Bhise and Prof. Sunil Yadav for their encouraging bit
of advice which proved beneficial to our volunteers through thick and thin of each event.

The year commenced with the registration of 100 active volunteers across SE, TE and BE. Students and
faculty participated enthusiastically in webinars and workshops even in this COVID-19 situation. We began
with a Yoga Webinar followed by Personal Sustainability, Carbon Footprint Webinar by NGO ‘United Way’.
Next was the Self-defense workshop by Kashyap Bhanushali. Next webinars were on Global Freedom Summit
and Awareness on Anti Human Trafficking by an organization ‘The Movement India’. We have organized a
poster competition on topic ‘Carbon Footprint’ named Recycle Fest. We have also organized a webinar on
Mental health and welfare, Street Dogs Awareness, Reforms in India's Education System and Climate Change.

We have organized a workshop on Personal Sustainability consisted of 3 levels in association with an
NGO ‘The Movement India’. A webinar on Road Safety Awareness and welfare by Mr.Rohit Dalvi in
association with NGO ‘United Way’. A poster making competition was held by us on topics ‘What Freedom
Means to You’ and ‘Road Safety’ in association with ‘United Way’. An amazing workshop on Mandala Art was
organized by NSS CRCE. We have also organized a webinar on World wetlands day in association with NGO
‘United Way’. A webinar on Right to Information was held by NSS CRCE in association with ‘Public Concern for
Governance Trust (PCGT)’.

NSS CRCE has organized a survey on Mumbai Heath Budget 2021-2022 in association with Civis
Foundation. A webinar was held on Vegan outreach an Virtual Tour by Kuntal A. Joisher. We have also
organized a campaign where our NSS volunteer has feed stray animals and share their picture with us, this
campaign was held in association with Paw-tectors. A webinar on "Celebration of 75 years of India's
Independence "" Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav ". We have also organized a webinar on Importance on Women
empowerment with Katalyst. A webinar on Child Labor, Bullying and Sustainability was held by NSS CRCE. On
commencement of the Even Semester, An amazing webinar was held by NSS CRCE on ‘An Evening with a Cop’
by BSF Officer- Assistant Commandant Pushkar Chejara.

Currently we have a number of events and programs lined up for the coming days. As a team we
always prioritize ‘YOU’ before ‘ME’ spreading cheer and smile around. We sincerely thank our Principal , our
Director and ‘YOU’ for appreciation the work we do.

Happy Serving!!

Gaurav Sable
(President NSS-CRCE)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON YOGA WEBINAR BY KHUSH PANCHAL

Place: Online Webinar (Google meet)

Date: 10th September, 2020.

No. of Volunteers attended:66

We are all aware of the tremendous advantages that Yoga brings in our day to day life. From Increased
Flexibility and Weight Reduction to Improved Respiratory System and Heart Health, Yoga comes with a Full
Package.

Keeping this in mind, NSS CRCE organized a Webinar on Yoga with Dr. Kush Panchal. Dr. Kush Panchal is a Yoga
and Fitness Trainer and has been the Personal Trainer of Celebrities like Kangana Ranaut, Emma Watson and
Shahid Kapoor.

In the Webinar, Dr. Kush started off by doing few Stretches. After few minutes of Stretching, He went on with
Meditation and guided all the students during it. He also spoke about the various advantages of doing
Meditation daily, like Increase in Concentration and less Stress and Anxiety.

To make the session more engaging and fun, He also did Bhangra along with few students.
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Dr. Kush shared his Inspirational and Motivating Story with all of us, about how he decided not to pursue
Engineering and do something what he is really passionate about, which is nothing but Yoga!

After that, he exercised along with the students. He did various Pranayams, Asanas and Yoga for Back Pain and
Better Posture.

The event ended with a very active Q & A Session with various questions related to weight loss, working out
and a proper diet.

Prof. Pradeep Singh Mr.Gaurav Sable
(Program office) (NSS President)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON PERSONAL SUSTAINABILITY WEBINAR

Platform: Google Meet
Date: September 26th, 2020
Speaker: Mr. George Remedios
No. of Volunteers attended:68

An interesting webinar on Personal Sustainability to educate young minds on how they can help in creating a
better tomorrow was organised by NSS CRCE on September 26th.It was the first time that an event like this
had to be conducted online due to the prevailing circumstances. Hosting a neat, well planned session was a
challenge and the ultimate hard-work of our council members paid off. The volunteers too, were a disciplined
audience and had a healthy role in making this webinar a success.
The session began with a brief introduction of the keynote speaker Mr. George Remedios, voiced by event
coordinator NSS Dilton D'souza. Mr. George then moved ahead with the session with brilliant ideas one after
another on how we should implement green culture in our everyday life.
The key points included were:

● Consumption of local produce
● Usage of Bio - enzymes
● Usage of wooden counterpart
● Use of Eco - Bricks

The webinar ended with a QnA session, and the attendance of the volunteers was recorded.
The key take-away from the session is that, how we, as individuals and community as a whole, can reduce
our Carbon footprint for a better tomorrow.

Image: How to make an Eco - Brick

Prof. Pradeep Singh
(Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON CARBON FOOTPRINT WEBINAR

Date: 27th September, 2020.
Place: Online Workshop
No. of Volunteers attended:65

Carbon Emissions have increased at an alarming level! One of the major reasons of Global Warming are
Carbon Emissions. In fact, they account for more than 76% of the Greenhouse gases. They impact our planet
and the climate change significantly.

Thus, it becomes really important for us to be aware of all the necessary information, so that we can make a
change! Keeping that in mind, we at NSS CRCE, organized an Online Workshop on Carbon Footprint with Only
Planet.

One of the members of Only Planet, Sunita Rajesh, provided us with all the information on Carbon Emissions,
Carbon Footprint, and about the alternatives which we can make everyday to lower our Carbon Footprint. For
Example – Using Reusable Masks and Gloves rather than the Disposable ones.

She spoke about the different greenhouse gases, about the extensive use of plastic and how drastically it has
affected our planet. She went on with the major contributors of Carbon Emissions, which is Transportation,
Electricity and Industry.

To make our members understand better about Carbon Footprint, she demonstrated on how to use the
Carbon Footprint Calculator. This calculator approximately measures your carbon footprint which you have
been contributing to the planet, knowingly or unknowingly. Many Students volunteered and calculated their
footprint along with Sunita Ma’am.

This was followed by a very active Q & A session, which included questions like, What should be an Ideal
Carbon Footprint, How does eating non - veg promote more Carbon Footprint and many more.

Prof. Pradeep Singh
(Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON COASTAL CLEANUP DAY WEBINARS

Platform: YouTube Live
Date: 16Th September to 19Th September 2020
No. of Volunteers attended:66
On the occasion of International Coastal clean-up day 2020, National Service Scheme Unit of Fr. Conceicao
Rodrigues college of Engineering with United Way Mumbai has organized a week long webinar series by
experts in collaboration with the National Centre for Coastal Research, Ministry of Earth Sciences Gov. of
India. This Week long event will be focused on topics related to marine pollution ranging from micro plastics,
marine litter and various research projects on marine conservation.

Medium used was YouTube Live where the doubts of all the members were solved on the live chat and the
entire week long sessions were very informative and gave a better understanding of the waste in the oceans
and how they drastically affect the marine life and the entire ecosystem. It amplifies the task we need to carry
out to maintain our system and our responsibility and how to deal with these hazardous human waste.
We were given a detailed explanation on how the pollutants in form of marine micro plastics are created at
the first place and how this has become a serious threat and how to keep track. The experts in the particular
field had experience in this field which made it really interesting and interactive.
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Day 1 :6th September 2020
Topic: Micro Plastics: an Emerging threat to Marine Environment and Biodiversity
Guest Lecturer: Dr. Mahua Shah, senior scientist COD, National institute of oceanography   (NIO-CSIR)

Day 2: 17th September 2020
Topic: Micro plastics in Artic Environment
Guest lecturer: Prof. E.V. RamasamayEnvironmental & Atmospheric science, Kerala, India.

Prof. Pradeep Singh
(Program office)
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Day 3: 18Th September 2020
Topic: Marine Litter- Turning the Tide & Micro Plastic Research
Guest Lecturers:

1) Mr. Peater Kohler, Senior Marine Litter Scientist
2) Dr. DanjaHoehn, Scientist at center for environment fisheries and aquaculture science (CEFAS), United

Kingdom.

Day 4 : 19Th September 2020
Topic: Marine Pollution and Conservation research to protect the ocean
Guest Lecturer: Prof. BhavaniNarayanswamy head, Deep Sea Ecosystem & Micro plastic Research head of SAMS
Graduate School, Scottish Association for Marine Science, Scottish Maine Institute, United Kingdom

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON SELF DEFENCE WORKSHOP

Platform: Google Meet
Date: October 7th, 2020
No. of Volunteers attended:59

An interesting webinar on self defence to educate young minds especially for girls was organised by NSS
CRCE on October 7th. It was the first time that a practical event like this had to be conducted online due to the
prevailing circumstances. Hosting a neat, well planned session was a challenge and the ultimate hard-work of
our council members paid off. The volunteers too, were a disciplined audience and had a healthy role in
making this webinar a success.
The session began with a brief introduction of the speaker Sensei Kashyap Bhanushalj, voiced by event
coordinator NSS Dilton D'souza. Sensei Kashyap started off with an amazing practical demonstration of
various moves that can be employed to defend oneself in time of need. With the help of his younger brother,
Sensei Kashyap showed how attackers approach the victims and also showed how we can defend ourselves
even if the physical strength is way less than that of the attacker's. It was indeed an educative webinar.
The webinar ended with a Q&A session, and the attendance of the volunteers was recorded.
The key take-away from the session was how we, as individuals, should be aware of the situations which
possess a threat inorder to defend themselves.

Image: Demonstration on Self Defence

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON GLOBAL FREEDOM SUMMIT

Platform: Google Meet
Date: October 17th, 2020
No. of Volunteers attended:63

On October 17th 4:30 pm IST, members of NSS CRCE in association with The Movement India, had gathered
virtually to witness the broadcast of the GLOBAL FREEDOM SUMMIT (A21 org). An event designed to
address  a very crucial and critical issue in our society, that is, Human Trafficking.
The webinar was very intense and included first hand witness documentations. Every 30 seconds, a person is
either trafficked for organ harvesting, labour or prostitution. Each and every aspect of this giant organisation
was clearly and explicitly brought forward to the viewers. It was clearly shown how the traffickers approached
people with financial problems, poor economics etc. These targeted people were lured with false hope of
having a better life, a better education, a good job. The webinar achieved its primary goal, that is, to equip
young powerful minds on how to tackle this mammoth syndicate and how to help a person trapped in such
situations. Altogether, the webinar proved to be thoroughly educative and informative.
At the end of the webinar the attendance and feedback of all attendees was recorded.

Image: Vision to Abolish Slavery Everywhere Forever.

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON AWARENESS ON ANTI HUMAN TRAFFICKING

Platform: Google Meet
Date: October 23rd, 2020
No. of Volunteers attended:49

After attending the GLOBAL FREEDOM SUMMIT on October 23rd, it became evident that this illegal flesh
trade should be put to a forever halt. But how do you do that? Well to answer such queries and to educate the
minds on their roles and responsibilities to fight this mammoth syndicate, an awareness session was
organised by NSS CRCE in association with THE MOVEMENT INDIA. The webinar began with the guest
speaker, Ms. Aneesha Reuben thanking the NSS CRCE team for coordinating and organising the session.
Next, the NSS CRCE team extended a very warm welcome to all the members of The Movement India
organisation. This was followed by the introduction of the guest speaker voiced by the event coordinator Mr.
Dilton D’souza.
The main part of the session started off with a short clip of a very young boy who was a victim of Human
Trafficking. The clip also featured an 8yr old girl victim of flesh trade. Listening to their tragedy, all attendees
were terribly shocked. The children were forced to do labour work, were not fed enough food and were
beaten/abused if demanded for more food or proper clothes. It was clearly shown how the traffickers
approached parents with financial problems, poor economics etc. These targeted people were lured with
money and false hope of giving their children a better life, a better education, a good job. The guest speaker
was very informative and also shared various helpline numbers and government websites that can be used to
report these crimes or such suspicious activities. This was followed up by an interactive Q&A session.
Altogether, the session proved to be thoroughly educative, informative and helpful.
At the end of the webinar the attendance and feedback of all attendees was recorded.

Image: Guest Speaker Ms. Aneesha Reuben

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON RECYCLE FEST
Deadline: 22nd October, 2020.
No. of Volunteers attended:34
Every year NSS CRCE organizes events through which our members are able to contribute to the society. Be it
Bandra Fair Volunteering with Mumbai Police or Multiple Beach Clean-Ups. But this year due to the pandemic,
our hand were tied and we were only able to host webinars on various awareness topics. So, we thought of
doing something different and interactive. Something through which we can contribute to the society. That’s
when we organized Recycle Fest.
In Recycle Fest, all of our members were told to make something useful out of the waste lying around in their
house. This waste could be anything like Plastic Bottle, CD’s, Shampoo Bottles, etc.
The benefits of Recycling are exceptional. Recycling reduces the amount of waste which would otherwise be
sent to landfills. It prevents pollution and saves energy. And, most importantly, it reduces an individual’s
carbon footprint.
We received an outstanding response from both our NSS Members and Non-Members, with over 40+
students submitting their ideas.
We also had our Top – 15 who had performed wonderfully. Some of the Ideas included Vase from Plastic
Bottles, Coffee Coaster, Plant Vase, Diwali Kandeel from Medicine Bottle and a lot more.
The pictures of all these creative ideas have been attached below.
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Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON MENTAL HEALTH AND WELFARE WEBINAR

Date: 28thOctober, 2020.
Place: Online Webinar
No. of Volunteers attended:63

Did you know that India is home to the most depressed? That India loses a student every hour?
In order to make more and more people aware about this situation, we at NSS CRCEorganized an interactive
session on Mental Health with The Movement India.

The Movement India aims at solving pressing issues like Human Trafficking, Mental Wellbeing and Education.
The Speaker for the session was Mr. Preejo. He has over 11 years of behavioural training experience. Mr.
Preejo currently serves as the Leading Consultant with The Movement India, leading their behavioural
learning solutions.

Preejo Sir started off by presenting few pictures and asking everyone questions like what do you feel the
picture is trying to say, how do you react in difficult situations, and more.
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He explained us how important it is to love yourself first. We should be calm and positive when taking
decisions or having an argument/discussion with someone. We should pursue small hobbies like Drawing,
Painting, Dancing, etc.

Sir also presented a video on Black dog, where it was shown that a boy who did not try reaching out to people
and did not address his problems to his family or friends, was trapped completely by the black dog
(depression).

Hence, anyone having any kind of problem should make sure that you connect with people. Practice
meditation and journaling, it would help reduce stress and anxiety. Have a healthy diet and workout
frequently. If you feel scared or not so comfortable with talking to someone you know, then you can reach out
to a therapist or you can contact 1800-120-820050.

The session was ended with a very active Q&A session from our members with questions like How do you
know if you are in depression, how can we reach out to people in depression, etc.

Prof. Pradeep Singh (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON STREET DOGS AWARENESS

Platform: Google Meet
Date: November 1st, 2020
No. of Volunteers attended:62

On November1st 4:30 pm IST, members of NSS CRCE in association with a start-up organisation Paw-tectors
formed by CRCE alumni’s, had gathered virtually to help people reflect on the vision and mission of
Paw-tectors.This event was organized to address the need to protect and owning street dogs around.

The session began with a brief introduction of the speakers Sayalee Sawant and Saif Naqvi by NSS event
coordinator Joshua Rodrigues. Sayalee first began with the vision she had for Paw-tectors in mind then stated
the inhumane acts street dogs face incurred on them by some individuals. She then addressed the need to
adopt street dogs rather than full breed dogs supported by its pros and cons.
Saif Naqvi then explained everyone some ways in which one can help street dogs which can be carried out
individually but can make a huge difference for the dogs. Some of these ways included strapping on a
reflective dog collar so they can be safe from passing vehicles around them and volunteering in affective ways
by donating some essentials and spreading awareness for welfare of dogs starting from ones own society.
There was a Q&A session at the end and the attendance of all members was recorded. This session was truly
an eye-opener for all and encouraged us all to be the voice for these animals and make this world a peaceful
place for both humans and animals.

Image: Some ideas for individuals towards welfare of street dogs.

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON REFORMS IN INDIA’S EDUCATION SYSTEM WEBINAR
Platform: Zoom
Date: November 12th, 2020
No. of Volunteers attended:41

An interesting webinar on the reforms in India's education system was organised by NSS CRCE in
collaboration with Public Concern for Government Trust. The webinar aimed to educate young minds on the
reforms done and the reforms still needed to be achieved in our country's education system.

The webinar began with a very simple question placed in front of the attendees, what is education?. Simple
though it may look, it clearly made the attendees rub their brains to think of an answer. The speaker along with
the event coordinators made a pleasant experience throughout the webinar. Even the audience played a
significant role in making the webinar a successful one. The webinar carried on for about two hours with the
speaker sharing deep ideas and knowledge about the recent reforms.

This was followed up by an interactive Q&A session. Altogether, the session proved to be thoroughly
educative, informative and helpful.At the end of the webinar the attendance and feedback of all attendees was
recorded.

Image: Guest Speaker

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON CLIMATE CHANGE WEBINAR

Date: 19th November, 2020.
Mode: Microsoft Teams
No. of Volunteers attended

NSS CRCE organized a webinar with Climate Crew on a highly important topic. This topic requires
action on an immediate basis. This is something everyone has been ignoring since a very long time.
It is Climate Change.

The consequences of Climate Change are so catastrophic and toxic that one can’t imagine. We have
very less amount of time and there are very few people who are aware about this. Thus, the need for
this webinar was important so that we can make more and more people aware about this.

The Speakers from Climate Crew provided every single information about Climate Change and
Global Warming. They spoke how Climate Change will increase the Temperature, cause more
Droughts, Sea levels will continue to rise, Heat waves and Hurricanes will just get stronger and Artic
is likely to become ice - free.
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The Speakers made sure that the webinar is not getting boring. They kept on engaging with our
members. Asked them questions. Replied to their doubts. And sticked to Scientific facts. Their way of
explanation by using Pictures and Animations were great.
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They also explained how everything started (from the beginning) and what kind of measurements
other countries are taking in order to control Climate Change.
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The best part about the webinar was, that they were trying to explain everything in a scientific way.
Which was pretty easy to understand as you actually see how this is happening and how that is
getting formed and what is the reason for all that ice melting.

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT (LEVEL 1)

Platform: Google Meet
Date: Dec 1st, 2020
No. of Volunteers attended:70
An interesting webinar on ownership and goal setting was conducted by the NSS CRCE in collaboration with
The Movement India. The session aimed to educate young minds on how to be truthful to oneself and to
others. The webinar was focused on ownership of one's acts either good or bad. The webinar started off with
The Movement India team thanking NSS CRCE for conducting such an important and necessary webinar.
This was followed by the introduction of the guest speaker, Mr. Preejo TJ by an NSS Volunteer.

Mr. Preejo certainly created an enthusiastic environment to say. He clearly talked about the behavioural
pattern of individuals when it comes to ownership of one's own acts. The entire webinar was revolved around
one thing, and that is ownership and goal setting. Because when one is truthful to one's own self, that is when
one accepts credibility of one's own acts either fruitful or not, there are no regrets to ponder upon.
The random questionnaire round was the most amusing as it involved most of the volunteers.It was an
amazing experience to have this break the ice session. The talk took about an hour and a half and the
audience played an amazing role to make it a success.
This was followed up by an interactive Q&A session.
Altogether, the session proved to be thoroughly educative, informative and helpful. At the end of the webinar
the attendance and feedback of all attendees was recorded.

Image: Guest Speaker Mr. Preejo TJ

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON HEPATITIS WEBINAR

Date: 21st December, 2020.
Mode: Google Meet
No. of Volunteers attended:62

NSS CRCE organized a webinar on the awareness of Hepatitis with United Way Organization.
Hepatitis is an inflammatory condition of the liver. This is a condition which very few people are aware about
and hence its highly important that more and more people get to know about this so that they can take the
right precautions in order to prevent it.
The Speaker for the session was Rakesh Gamare. Rakesh Sir started the session by sending a Pre – Test
formabout the basics of Hepatitis in order to know what our members initially know.
The session was then followed by an interactive presentation. He explained every bit related to Hepatitis
through the presentation which was really easy for everyone to understand.

He explained in detail about what Hepatitis is, how its caused, the difference between Jaundice and Hepatitis,
the common symptoms and types of Hepatitis.
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He also explained how Hepatitis can be transmitted, about Hepatitis B & C and also about the Carriers.
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After Rakesh Sir was done with his explanation, Dr. Karen took over. She asked questions related to what
Rakesh Sir had explained and was stunned with the response as nearly all of the members were able to
answer her questions.
Both Rakesh Sir and Dr. Karen suggested that as soon as you get any one symptom of Hepatitis, you should
immediately get it tested.

The Q&A session was highly interactive with questions like, “What causes hepatitis?”, “Can hepatitis Be
Cured?”, “Which Hepatitis is bad?”, “Can hepatitis transmitted sexually?”, “Can you catch hepatitis from
kissing?” and many more.
The session was ended with a Post – Test form which was intended to know how much did all the members
learn.

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON ROAD SAFETY AWARENESS AND WELFARE WEBINAR

Platform: Google Meet
Date: December 22 & 23, 2020
No. of Volunteers attended:27

On December 22 & 23, 11:00am IST, members of NSS CRCE in association with United Way Mumbai, organized a Road
Safety and Guidelines workshop for all NSS Volunteers.This event was introduced to make people aware about the
various rules and regulations as there was a tremendous increase in road hazard cases annually.

The session began with a brief introduction of the speaker Mr. Rohit Dalvi by NSS event coordinator Joshua Rodrigues.
Rohit first began with his mission to make Indian roads safe and then started the session with some general quizzes on
Google form to which all volunteers actively answered. Various topics namely the different road signs and what they
meant, importance of keeping a safe distance between vehicles, the different braking systems in vehicles and most
importantly picking up the perfect helmet and uses of helmets were discussed.

The whole session was interactive with real life videos demonstrating the pros and cons of the techniques discussed
and asking interesting questions throughout. Which brought us to the end of the session where the same form with the
same questions was again circulated through the meet to which majority of the participants answered correctly which
showed they had learnt a lot from the session. The form entries were recorded and accordingly the attendance. This
session was truly helpful for all of us to make us vigilante citizens on roads both while driving or walking.

Image: Demonstration of helmet construction.

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT (LEVEL 2)

Platform: Google Meet

Date: January 22nd, 2020

No. of Volunteers attended:65

An interesting webinar on Integrity was conducted by the NSS CRCE in collaboration with The Movement
India. The session aimed to educate young minds on how to be truthful to oneself and to others. After
successful completion of level 1 of the Boot Camp initiative, the focus was put on level 2.

The webinar started off with The Movement India team thanking NSS CRCE for conducting such an important
and necessary webinar. This was followed by the introduction of the guest speaker, Mr. Preejo TJ by an NSS
Volunteer.

Mr. Preejo certainly created an enthusiastic environment to say. He clearly talked about the behavioural
pattern of individuals when it comes to Integrity. The entire webinar was revolved around one thing, and that is
Truthfulness and Honesty. Because when one is truthful to one's own self, there are no regrets to ponder
upon. The random questionnaire round was the most amusing as it involved most of the volunteers.It was an
amazing experience to have this break the ice session.

The talk took about an hour and a half and the audience played an amazing role to make it a success. This
was followed up by an interactive Q&A session.
Altogether, the session proved to be thoroughly educative, informative and helpful. At the end of the webinar
the attendance and feedback of all attendees was recorded.

Image: Guest Speaker Mr. Preejo TJ

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON POSTER MAKING COMPETITION

Deadline: 24thJanuary,2021
No. of Volunteers attended:38

NSS CRCE in collaboration with United Way Mumbai and The Movement India organised a creative and
intriguing competition for all our NSS CRCE members that is The Poster Making Competition.

The participants were asked to choose among two topics given by us which were I) Road safety and II) What
freedom means to you. On the basis of these topics the participants were asked to create a poster on the idea
of the what the selected topic meant to them and hoe they could impact the society. Considering the
lockdown as some participants would not be able to go out and buy any stationary, we gave an option as to
creating a poster with any available material in their homes or creating a poster using any available online
software.

The criteria we set for scoring the posters were that their respective posters should be unique, attractive and
most importantly it must portray a message regarding the topics they’d chosen
. And living up to our expectations we received an overwhelming response with 44 unique and creative
posters.
It was tough but we finally had our top 10 posters which stood out from the rest and portrayed some striking
views.

Attached below are the posters of all the 10 Poster Making Competition winners.
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON WORLD WETLANDS DAY (UNITED WAY)

Date: 2nd & 3rd February, 2021
Mode: Google Meet
No. of Volunteers attended:53

Every year, 2nd February is celebrated as World Wetlands Day. On this occasion of World Wetlands Day, NSS
CRCE in association with United Way has arranged two expert talks where, experts in the field of photography
and mangrove conservation has shared their valuable experiences with us.

The first speaker was Mrs. Shivangi Mehta, an International award winning wild life photographer and the
second speaker was Mr. Suresh Varak, Range Forest Officer, Maharashtra forest Dpt. It was 2 day event which
was held on 2nd and 3rd February, 2021.

Mrs. Shivangi Mehta and Mr. Suresh Varak has created an enthusiastic environment to say. He talked about
how and why Wetlands day is celebrated. More than 50 NSS volunteers has participated in this webinar.

Wetlands are vital for humans, for other ecosystems and for our climate, providing essential ecosystem
services such as water regulation, including flood control and water purification. Wetland biodiversity matters
for our health, our food supply, for tourism and for jobs. Wetlands also absorb carbon dioxide so help slow
global heating and reduce pollution, hence have often been referred to as the “Kidneys of the Earth”.

The talk took about an hour and a half and the audience played an amazing role to make it a success. This was

followed up by an interactive Q&A session. Altogether, the session proved to be thoroughly educative,

informative and helpful. At the end of the webinar the attendance and feedback of all attendees was

recorded.

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON RIGHT TO INFORMATION.

Platform: Zoom
Date: February 6th, 2021
No. of Volunteers attended:58

An educative webinar was conducted by the NSS CRCE in collaboration with the PCGT Organisation. The
session aimed to educate minds on how the government documents and public data can be accessed by any
citizen of our country. The webinar started off with a quick introduction of the speaker, Mr. Shailesh Gandhi by
the event handler.

Mr. Shailesh certainly created an enthusiastic educative environment to say. He explained how the citizen of
our country can access any documents or files by following a certain legal procedure. He also stated the
relevance and need of the RTI act. He certainly laid a base foundation in the minds of all the attendees to
understand more about various such privileges and use them upto their full extent. The talk took about an hour
and a half and the audience played an amazing role to make it a success. This was followed up by an
interactive Q&A session.

Altogether, the session proved to be thoroughly educative, informative and helpful. At the end of the webinar
the attendance and feedback of all attendees was recorded.

Image: Speaker Mr. Shailesh Gandhi

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON CIVIS SERVEY

Date: 25th – 29th January, 2021
No. of Volunteers attended:14

NSS CRCE in collaboration with Civis Foundation. Civis had conducted a participatory budgeting exercise for
Mumbai's Health Budget 2021-22. It was 5 days event where NSS volunteer had to participate in survey of
Mumbai’s Health Budget 2021-2022.

Participatory budgeting refers to a process where citizens get to decide where and how the city's budget is
spent. We are asking the residents of Mumbai about what areas should be prioritised under the Health
domain for the government, through our website.

There was even a seminar conducted by civis foundation in which Volunteers can ask their doubts
regarding survey which volunteers have to attend.

Altogether, the survey was thoroughly educative, informative and helpful. NSS volunteers has participated
in this survey very enthusiastically. Volunteers has taken feedbacks from the people.

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON VEGAN OUTREACH/ VIRTUAL TOUR

Platform: Zoom
Date: February 23rd, 2021
No. of Volunteers attended:40

An interesting webinar on Integrity was conducted by the NSS CRCE in collaboration with Vegan Outreach.
The session aimed to educate young minds on how to be less dependent on animal products inorder to stop
cruelty against animals. After successful completion of level 1 of the Boot Camp initiative, the focus was put on
level 2. The webinar started off with the introduction of the guest speaker, the first vegan to climb the Mt.
Everest, Mr. Kuntal Joisher
Mr. Kuntal Joisher certainly created an enthusiastic environment to say. He talked about the motivez the
challenges faced and how he overcame all of them. It wasn't easy and definitely not a one time thing. The
success was an outcome of many years of training, practice and research to climb the world's greatest summit
on a complete plant based diet and clothing. This is something remarkable and many fail to understand the
importance of this success. His success proves to the world that cruelty against animals can be terminated if
one ks determined enough to develop alternatives.
The random questionnaire round was the most amusing as it involved most of the volunteers.It was an
amazing experience to have this break the ice session. The talk took about an hour and a half and the
audience played an amazing role to make it a success. This was followed up by an interactive Q&A session.
Altogether, the session proved to be thoroughly educative, informative and helpful. At the end of the webinar
the attendance and feedback of all attendees was recorded.

Image: Guest Speaker, Mr. Kuntal Joisher

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON FEEDING STRAY ANIMALS

Date: 2nd March, 2021.
No. of Volunteers attended:23

"He who feeds an hungry animal, feeds his own soul" - Charles Chaplin

On March 2nd , members of NSS CRCE in association with a start-up organisation Paw-tectors formed by
CRCE alumni’s, has conducted a feeding drive for stray animals. Volunteers had Feed Stray animals in their area
and Captured the moment, put it on their Instagram story and taged @nss.crce and @paw_tectors.

In this feeding drive for stray animals, top 3 lucky winners had got 2 reflective collars each for thir community dogs. The
giveaway was after the feeding drive. And the participants who have been a part of feeding drive and followed the
instructions will only be eligible for the giveaway.
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT (LEVEL 3)

Date: 4th March, 2021.
Mode: Google Meet
No. of Volunteers attended:28

NSS CRCE with The Movement India organized an event on Servant Leadership.
Servant Leadership is a topic that not many people are aware about and that is why we kept this topic as the
Level 3 of our Personality Development Sessions.

The Speaker for this session was Mr. Preejo, who has over 11 years of Behavioural Training Experience.

Before starting with the main topic, Preejo sir asked the members few questions from the Level 1 & 2.
Members seemed to remember most part of the two sessions.

Preejo sir then quickly revised whatever had been done in the Level 1 & 2 and then started off with What
exactly is Servant Leadership according to the members?
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He then gave an example of Marvel and Captain America and asked the members that who according to them
is a better Leader?

He then explained various aspects related to Servant Leadership like the Principles and Roles of Servant
Leadership and how can you learn it?

At the end of the session, he asked who according to us is the best leader? Which got a lot of responses and
everyone discussed why they feel their role model is a better leader.

Preejo sir wrapped up the session with an Interactive Q & A Session.

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON CELEBRATION OF 75 YEARS OF INDIA'S
INDEPENDENCE

Date: 12th March, 2021.
Mode: Google Meet
No. of Volunteers attended:56

The mega celebrations to commemorate the 75th anniversary of India's Independence has begun on March 12
with the inauguration of 'Azadi Ka Amrut Mahotsav' by Honourable Prime Minister by flagging off a 241-mile
march from Sabarmati Ashram in Ahmedabad to Dandi in Gujarat's Navsari district to mark the day.

India has celebrated 75 years of its Independence. The Union government has announced a 75-week
programme to mark this historic occasion. A day before it became a Republic, on January 25, 1950, India
established its Election Commission. The country started its journey with adult franchise. This equality, the
only one, is the luxury of women of India.

Due to Covid-19, the schooling system in India has moved from a classroom setup to an online one. The digital
divide is pushing a large number of students, particularly girls, out of school.

When a majority of the Indian population depends on public sector provisioning for essential services, the mad
push for privatisation, corporatisation and the stepping away of the government from sectors like health,
education and employment has further devastated the lives of the people. Women are the biggest victims of the
pro-corporate policies of the government. The alarming increase in anemia and malnutrition levels among
women and children will end up as a silent genocide.

NSS volunteer has actively participated in this programme nad show their interest in it.
More the 60 Volunteers has participated in this Prgramme Webinar from our College. This webinar was
motivational.

The programme ended successfully with vote of thanks.

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

Date: 15th March, 2021.
Mode: Google Meet
No. of Volunteers attended:54

We are all aware of how important Women Empowerment is and how even in 2021, women are still being
discriminated based on their gender.
To create an awareness about this issue, NSS CRCE organized an event on Women Empowerment with
Katalyst.

Katalyst started a decade ago with the intention of liberating women through the pursuit of professional
education.

Their initiative prepares young women for leadership roles and for building self - confidence amongst
themselves.

We had three speakers for our event, GautamiSilivery, Samiksha Ramteke and Anjali Selokar.
The event started with an engaging presentation from Katalyst. Where in, they spoke about what exactly does
one mean by ‘Women Empowerment’ and what can we as an individual do to support it.

Samiksha and Anjali spoke about the topic from the very basics so that everyone is clear with what they are
explaining.

After talking about the basics, Gautami took over and spoke about the never – ending barriers which are
imposed on women by society and in some situations, even their families.
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She spoke how Women are paid less, expected to cook and still being restricted by their family. Not only this,
but also how people now – a – days pass sexist comments like, “Stop driving like a woman!” or “If you go to
work, who will take care of the house?”.

Gautami then spoke about what can we do to promote Women Empowerment. If we see any sort of inequality
happening around us, we shouldn’t keep quiet! We should raise our voice and ask for equality.
After this, the session was ended with a Q & A Session.

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON SESSSION ON CHILD LABOUR

Platform: Google Meet
Date: March 17th, 2021
No. of Volunteers attended:63

An educative webinar on child labour in our country was conducted by the NSS CRCE. The session aimed to
educate young minds on how cruel tge world is to children born in the rural and poor regions of our country.

The session was focused, serios and graspy. It consisted of all the difficulties faced by the children engaged in
manual labour. It also showed the status and situation of the parents which forced them to put the lives of their
children in harms way. The two major sectors of child labour, bt cotton harvesting and the mining of mica were
focused upon in this webinar. The parents being desperatly in need of money are duped and taken advantage
of to lend their children for such illegal activities. The session proved to be educative and shed light on an
alarming crime against innocent young lives.

Altogether, the session proved to be thoroughly educative, informative and helpful. At the end of the webinar
the attendance and feedback of all attendees was recorded.

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON DOCUMENTARY ON BULLING

Date: 19th March, 2021.
Mode: Google Meet
No. of Volunteers attended:59

It is very well known how common Bullying is getting in our generation. Bullying not only destroys a child’s self
esteem but also makes him/her suffer from Depression, Stress and Anxiety.

Things like body shaming, passing racist comments and teasing the weaker children for different reasons
should be stopped and it’s important that we all raise our voice against this.

As sometimes, when situations get worse, Bullying might lead to a child commiting suicide.
To create an awareness about this much important topic amongst our NSS Members, we decided to present a
short documentary on Bullying.

In this documentary, they shared real life stories of all those children who suffered from Bullying in their
school time.

From teasing students on a regular basis to physical violence, this documentary covered it all. It showed how
just to have fun, these bullies would make the life of other children miserable.
They also explained the steps you can take if anything of that sort is happening with you.
Overall, the video was really nice and quite informative and inspiring.

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON DOCUMENTARY ON SUSTAINABILITY

Platform: Google Meet
Date: 21st Match, 2021
No. of Volunteers attended:52

NSS CRCE organised an informative session on global sustainability. Global sustainability an
important concept defining the co-existence between humans and nature. The sole purpose of this
session was depicting the importance we as humans acknowledge nature and in-turn improve human
lives by living in harmony with mother nature.
The session began at 4pm with a brief introduction as to what sustainability is and its importance. Then
we presented our members with a documentary put together by a channel on YouTube called
Complexity Labs. This documentary covered all the important points regarding global sustainability
and was also soothing and relaxing to the eye at the same time. It explained all the intricate co-relation
among the several beings in nature and how to achieve a balanced ecosystem.

This session was a really inspiring and taught all our members the importance of nature and its
co-existence with all living organisms.

A still from the documentary explaining the concept of diversity

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON AN EVENING WITH A COP

Date:  31st March, 2021
Platform: Google Meet
No. of Volunteers attended:65

NSS CRCE has organized an Interview session with BSF Office Assistant Commandant Pushkar
Chejara. The session aimed to gain more knowledge and idea about the life of the BSF officer and
scope for the students in BSF after Engineering.

The session started with an introduction of Asst. Commandant Pushkar Chejara by Trisha Singh.
Asst. Commandant Mr. Pushkar joined BSF in 2003 as a Sub Inspector and was promoted as an
inspector in 2009 after completion of 8 years of service. Later he got selected for Assistant
Commandant in BSF.Being a BSF officer he served in Kashmir valley J&K, Rajasthan's Thar desert
and Gujarat's Rann of Kutch area. During this period he got opportunity to serve at BSF training
centers too. Presently he is serving in Rajasthan as a police on deputation and looking after the
training of police personnels.

Later on Trisha Singh and Gayatri Varma took his interview and asked various questions regarding
the his life in BSF his experiences and scope for the students who are later interested in joining BSF
or else. Members have also asked their doubts and questions regarding defence and joining it.
The session was ended with Q&A and suggestion to young generation. More than 60 members
joined the webinar.
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON AN ORGAN DONATION SESSION

Date:  7th April, 2021
Platform: Zoom
No. of Volunteers attended:43

“Nothing Can Be Better Than Helping Someone after Your Death When You Donate Your Organs”

Mumbai University has organized a webinar session on Organ Donation. NSS volunteers have
participated in this session. The aim of this session is to motivate normal human beings to pledge to
donate organs after death, and to spread awareness about the importance of organ donation.

Even after death, some organs of the body can be preserved and stored. If these organs are
donated, it might save somebody else’s life. The rate of organ donation has significantly increased
due to the number of successful cases. Organ Donation is defined as the removal of organs from a
body and transplanting it to a new body by surgical means. The requirement for new organs usually
arises when a person loses an organ to some accident or stops functioning.

So, the speaker of the webinar explained the need, importance and all other details regarding the
organ donation.

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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NSS CRCE

REPORT ON MENTAL HEALTH

Date:  16th - 17th April, 2021
Platform:  Google Meet
No. of Volunteers attended:56

Did you know that India is home to the most depressed?
That India loses a student every hour?
In order to make more and more people aware about this situation, So, it has been requested to
attend an International conference on Mental Health. It is 2 Day webinar that is on 16th and 17th April,
2021.

In recent years, there has been increasing acknowledgement of the important role mental health
plays in achieving global development goals, as illustrated by the inclusion of mental health in the
Sustainable Development Goals. Depression is one of the leading causes of disability. Suicide is the
second leading cause of death among 15-29-year-olds. People with severe mental health conditions
die prematurely – as much as two decades early – due to preventable physical conditions.

Despite progress in some countries, people with mental health conditions often experience severe
human rights violations, discrimination, and stigma.

Many mental health conditions can be effectively treated at relatively low cost, yet the gap between
people needing care and those with access to care remains substantial. Effective treatment coverage
remains extremely low.

Increased investment is required on all fronts: for mental health awareness to increase understanding
and reduce stigma; for efforts to increase access to quality mental health care and effective
treatments; and for research to identify new treatments and improve existing treatments for all mental
disorders.

Prof. Pradeep Singh  (Program office)
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TEDxCRCE 
 

TEDxCRCE allows our stage to host personalities who have sheer passion to have an impact on 

our society be it political, social, technological or cultural. The speakers share their belief in their 

ideas which allow them to move the masses, the extent of their success and the evolution / 

termination of their ideas in due course due to the constant changes taking place worldwide. In 

addition to this, this chapter organizes technical activities like Internship expo and resumes 

building session. Further the council is also involved in various events related to social work 

through Community Services like Volunteering drive, Food Rescue Operation. 

 

List of TEDxCRCE council members 2020-21 

Name of student Post Class 

Renjit Koshy Organizer BE ELECTRONICS 

Pragati Rao Curator BE ELECTRONICS 

Meera Ghaskadvi Director BE IT  

Gladden Rumao Co-organizer TE COMPUTERS 

Prisha Sharma General Administration Head TE ELECTRONICS 

Sylvester Rodrigues Marketing and Sponsorship Head TE ELECTRONICS  

Clafacio Lobo Internship Expo Head TE IT 

Kartik Salian PR and Media Head TE ELECTRONICS 

Warren Fernandes Jr. Technical Head SE COMPS B 

Amrutha Sureshkumar Jr. PR Head SE COMPS B 

Mufaddal Rangwala Jr. PR Head SE ECS 

Candida Noronha Jr. Design Head SE COMPS B 

Jyothis Shajan Jr. Design Head SE ECS 

Insiya Shamshi Jr. Marketing Head SE COMPS B 

Lizel Fernandes Jr. Documentation Head SE COMPS B 

 

List of activities conducted 2020-21 
 

 
 

Sr. 

No 

Activity/seminar

/session 

Short information Speaker/Judges 

Details 

Date/ 

Duration 

Number of 

students 
Participated 

1 Divulge Social Media Campaign – 
DIVULGE, commending 
students achievement in 
the lockdown of 2020 

- September 

2020 

6 candidates 

selected 
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2.  TEDxCRCE 2020  
Shifting Gears  

An online TEDx event 

hosting live TED-like talks 
from speakers of various 

genres  presenting the idea 
“Shifting Gears”  

Mrs. Apurva 

Purohit(Business), 
Mrs. Triveni 

Acharya(Social 
Work), Dr. Vikas 

Karade(Innovation),  
Mrs. Shibani 

Kashyap(Bollywood 

Music), Mr. D.R. 

Karthikeyan(Public 
Servant), Rhythm 
Funk (Music)  
 

 

7
th

 November 

2020 

100 

3. Resume 

Building Session 

Event to teach current 

students tricks to make a 

good resume. 

Mr. Gopesh 

Rajderkar , Alumni 

BE Computers, 
2019 

27
th

 February 

2021 

200+  

4. Internship 

Expo 2021 

The Internship & 

Career Expo is 

CRCE’s flagship 

event hosting 23 

companies from 

technical as well as 

non technical domains 

that help students to 

get Internships 

opportunities 

 

Companies 

Visited: 

Kasa Kai Mumbai, 
Skynet Secure, 
Cloud Counselage, 

Gift a Career, 20 
watts, Roti Bank, 
Blended Learning, 

Itech Solutions, 
Pixel Dust, Welfare 
of the Stray Dogs, 

Amcha Ghar, 
Binary Curve, 
Ratna Nidhi, Baheti, 

Ashish Foundation, 
Web Shine Tech, 
Green Gen, Citizens 

Association For 
Child Rights, 
Cleverspace, Online 

Manufacturing, 
Cyber frat, Syspree 
and Derest 

6
th

 

March 

2021 

300+ 
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FR.CONCEICAO RODRIGUES COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Father Angels Ashram Road, Bandra West, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400050. 

 

REPORT OF ROTARACT CLUB OF FRCRCE 
(2020-2021) 

 

Rotaract Club of Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of Engineering is one of the prestigious 

organizations in the institute. The Club is affiliated under the charter to the Rotary District 3141 

Zone 1A under the parent Rotary Club of Bombay Bandra. Rotaract Club of Fr. CRCE aims to 

organise interactive events as a medium to have funds raised for charity. 

The Rotaract Club of CRCE has been affiliated with the Rotary Club of Bombay Bandra, which 

has recognized the efforts that the Rotaract Club of Fr. CRCE has put in order to make a 

difference to society. This year, Rotaract Club of Fr. Agnel College (Bandra West) is associated 

with NGO TWEET foundation to work towards transgender rights, Institute of Exceptional 

Children, Father Agnel   Ashram   and   NGO   COMMUNITY   OUT   REACH 

PROGRAMME (CORP). This NGO works to educate and to elevate the life of the children 

living in the slums. 

Despite the limitations and extreme hardships caused by the global pandemic, Rotaract Club of 

Fr. CRCE has still managed to organize many events in odd and even semester like Life after 

Engineering, Finding your Identity, Red Wall Project, Marathon, awareness programs and 

many more to help and to raise the fund for charity. 

The Club has always upheld its ultimate goal of contributing towards the society. For this very 

purpose, the Club organizes 'The Heart and Sole Run 4.0' to encourage people from all over 

India to run for social change. This club has donated Rs. 20000 to Father Agnel Ashram and 

15000 to CORP NGO. 

List of council members 2020-21 
 

Name Post Class 

Senior council  

Rtr. KraigFernandes President TE ELEX 

Rtr. LeandraMonteiro Vice President TE IT 

Rtr. SaptarshiChatterjee Secretary TE ELEX 

Rtr. Sakshi Ghadigaonkar Joint Secretary& Technical Head TE COMPS 

Rtr. Lochan Chitnis Sergeant at arms officer TE ELEX 

Rtr. Samruddhi Shrawne Public Relations Head TE ELEX 

Rtr. Antinni Joseph Marketing Head TE PROD 

Rtr. Vaishnav Malvankar Treasurer TE ELEX 

Rtr. Nikhil Sharma HRD Officer & Editorial Head TE ELEX 

Junior Council  

Rtr. Pearl Bharti Club Service Director SE COMPS 

Rtr. SakshiChavan Community service director SE COMPS 

Rtr. Jessica D’souza Professional Development Director SE COMPS 

Rtr. Rohit Nair Taskforce Director SE ECS 

Rtr. SifraBiju Public Relations Director SE COMPS 

Rtr. RendelPadu Marketing Director SE ECS 
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Rtr. Gautam Manuel Digital Communications Director SE ECS 
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List of activities conducted 2020-21 
 
 

Sr 

. 

No 

Activity/semina 

r/session 

Short information Speaker/Judges 

Details 

Date/ 

Duration 

Number of 

students 

Particip 
ated 

1 Life 

AfterEngineering 
To highlight the 

importance of work life 

balance, work culture & 

relation management and 

counseling students for 

professional development 

in the corporate sector. 

Mr.SwapnilKshir 

sagar founder 

ofLife Incredible 

Date:09-10- 

2020 

 

Duration:2 

hours 

102 

2 Finding your 

Identity 

To try and create 

awareness regarding the 

stigma that the 

transgender community 

faces which leads to lack 

of opportunity and 

cynical form of exclusion 

from benefits and 

acceptance. 

AbhinaAher& 

Shaman 

Gupta co-

chairs of 

TWEET 

Foundation 

Date: 17-10- 
2020 

 

Duration:2 

hours 

58 

3 Red Wall 

Project 

In light of the awareness 

session presented by 

TWEET Foundation, we 

took up this social media 

initiative with respect to 

the “Red Wall Project”, 

an activism project 

initiated by Trans rights 

activist Kalki 

Subramaniam to 

empower the voices of 

the transgender, non- 

binary and gender-diverse 

people of India against 
sexual abuse and assault. 

Sahodari 

Foundation 

Date: 18-10- 
2020 

 

Duration:24 

hours 

62 

4 WHAT’S 

YOUR 

GENRE? 

An editorial 

&professional 

development monthly 

initiative to escape the 

daily routine where you 

RC CRCE Date:10-10- 

2020 

 

Duration:2 

months 

NA 

  can ;    

  
Read. Listen. Binge. Mix. 
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  Mingle. Socialize.    

5 Jaisebhihai

, acchehai 

It is hard to understand 

when looking in from 

RC CRCE Date: 09- 
11-2020 

795 

  outside while it is hard 

to explain while looking 

out 

from inside. A good 

 
Duration:2

4 hours 

 

  Mental Health is an asset    

  and all of us should be    

  able to express ourselves.    

  With that notion the    

  Rotaract Club of Fr.    

  CRCE collaborated with    

  IEC mumbai as an    

  attempt to ease the    

  acceptance of the need for    

  a good mental health for    

  everybody.    

6 Break 

the 

Stigma 

In light of our social 

media awareness project 

Mrs. Jasmine 

Khattar, Clinical 

and Executive 

Director of IEC, 

Mumbai and Dr. 

TrinjhnaKhattar, 

Proficiency 

Head of IEC, 

Mumbai. 

 

Dr. 

SmrutiKarambel 

kar, consultant 

psychiatrist, IEC. 

Date: 25- 
11-2020 

1903 

  about mental health, 

we decided to delve 

further 

into the subject in 

Duration:

2 months 

 

  association with IEC   

  Mumbai, where we bring   

  to you a video series   

  wherein we will be   

  interviewing Professional   

  Experts, who’ll help us   

  learn more about mental   

  health and the stigma   

  associated with it.   

7 Heart & 

Sole Run 4 

The "Heart & Sole Run" 

(HSR) is the annual 

RC CRCE Date: 13- 
03-2021 

453 

  charity run and flagship 

event of the 

RotaractClub 

of Fr. CRCE. Over the 

 
Duration:4

8 hours 

 

  years HSR has been one    

  of the most successfully    

  organised marathon    

  qualifiers in Bandra with    

  around 1000 participants    
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Finding your Identity 

Red Wall project 

  annually. The "Heart &    

  Sole Run 4" is the fifth 

edition of this annual 

charity run and this time 

it was conducted as a 

virtual marathon where 

runners could run from 

anywhere and anytime 

during the event days. 

   

 
 

Photos: event proof with title 
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WHAT’S YOUR GENRE? 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jaisebhihai, acchehai 
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Heart & Sole Run 4 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Submitted by 

Dr. Sujata Deshmukh                                                                               Rtr. Kraig Fernandes     
 

Faculty In-charge                                                                                      President 
 
 

   

Break the Stigma 
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E-CELL REPORT 2020 - 2021 

 
The Entrepreneurship Cell of FRCRCE believes that entrepreneurship is the key to our nation's 

overall development. To create and foster entrepreneurial culture among budding engineering 

students by identifying, training and motivating students to become entrepreneurs is the ultimate 

goal of the entrepreneurship cell. 

 
We conducted our very first online session ‘Process of Innovation Development’ on 28th 

December 2020. The students gained insights from a succession of eminent speakers, Dinesh 

Israni Naman Angels India Foundation, Harish Aiyer an entrepreneur ,Prof. Kiran Talele. The 

objective was co-creating a culture of innovation among students. This session provided a 

platform for the students to share, interact and exchange their ideas with the speakers. Overall 

we experienced an overwhelming response for the session. 

 
Our next event, one of the most awaited ‘The Idea Competition' conducted online for the very 

first time by E-Cell in collaboration with the IIC-FRCRCE Council on 28th January 2021, saw 

the participation of 27 teams with a panel of judges ranging from an industry expert Mr. Mustafa 

Fatakdawala, Data Scientist, Associate Consultant from Tata Consultancy Services(TCS), to our 

very own faculty members Prof Hitendra Vaishnav, Prof Dr. Vasim Shaikh, Prof Roshni Padte, 

Prof Dr. Ketaki Joshi and Prof Binsy Joseph. Themes for the event were as suggested by the 

IIC comprising multiple domains. Ideas were shortlisted for final presentation on the basis of 

novelty, technologies used, technical and financial feasibility and market survey. All teams came 

up with innovative ideas. The team with maximum points was declared as the winner of the 

competition. 

 
Next, an online webinar ‘Awareness of Higher Studies’ was delivered by an illustrious speaker 

Mrs. Saraswati V from The Gyan Foundation on 05th March 2021. The aim of this webinar was 

to make students aware of the career opportunities ahead of them after their graduation 

specifically for pursuing their masters abroad in countries like the USA and Canada. It was an 

exceptionally brilliant and highly informative session for the students. 

 
The last session delivered was ‘Lean Start-up and Minimum Viable Product’ on 05th May 2021. 

We invited distinguished speakers Mr. Dinesh Israni from Naman Angels India Foundation and 

Mr. Gunarjun Chawla an Entrepreneur. Business Modelling, Business Canvas and the steps 

involved were the highlights of the session. The session was well received by the students. 

We would like to wholeheartedly thank our teacher incharge Mrs. Prajakta Bhangale for her 

never ending support and cooperation at all times. The challenging times did not deter us from 

conducting our events effectively. As Ralph Waldo Emerson quotes “Don’t go where the path 

may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail”. 

 
 
 

                                                                                         Prajakta Bhangale  E-cell Incharge 
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NSS CRCE 

 

Report on climate change seminar. 

 

                                                                                                                                            

  Place : Fr. C.R.C.E                                                   

 Date : 22nd June 2019. 

 

Climate change is having serious impacts on the world’s water systems through more flooding and droughts. 

Warmer air can hold a higher water content, which makes rainfall patterns more extreme. 

Rivers and lakes supply drinking water for people and animals and are a vital resource for farming and 

industry. Freshwater environments around the world are already under excessive pressure from drainage, 

dredging, damming, pollution, extraction, silting and invasive species. Climate change only exacerbates the 

problem and makes this worse. Extremes of drought and flooding will become more common, causing 

displacement and conflict. 

NSS unit of Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of Engineering took this step to make everyone aware about 

the changes and that they should  take certain action or measures for better world.we conducted seminars 

by showcasing presentation and showing video clips of what is happening in their surrounding.This carried 

on for a month where each day at lest two seminar were covered according to time table. 

My role as a leader was to organize seminars take permission and conduct it, I would like to thank our dean 

Dr. V. B.Bhoir who helped in arranging class and organize seminar smoothly. 

 

 

 

1
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Image : our member taking presentation.
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NSS CRCE 

 

REPORT ON TREE PLANTATATION WITH SOCIETY PEOPLE                                                          

Place:Emerald Court Garden Mumbai(Andheri w)                           

Date:5th JULY 2019.  

 

Every man need the oxygen for their life and Trees are the foremost source of oxygen as well trees helps to 

reduce the level of co2.As we all know that the whole world is facing the problem of global warming and to 

recover from such problem planting the trees has become one of the most important today’s aspects. 

 NSS Unit of FRCRCE organized “Tree Plantation” programme “MY EARTH – MY DUTY” under the 

National Service Scheme (NSS) on Friday, 5th July, 2019 in the Emerald Court Garden premises. It was 

attended by NSS Programme Coordinator,Society People and more than 10 student volunteers. 

The event was begun with the welcome speech by the NSS event cordinator. At that time coordinator  

advised the volunteers to think differently for the society, to make positive changes and to make 

improvement. My role here was to arrange saplings and collected society people and arrange for this 

programme.  

 

Image : Society ladies helping in plantation. 
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4 

After the inspirational words of NSS coordinator, we all move towards the place where tree plantation took 

place.Total tree planted by all others including Society, volunteers and other students was more than 30 on 

the day.Under the Guidance of  NSS Program Coordinator, NSS volunteers and Society people of their area 

planted  more than 20 trees .The students also placed bricks as barricades and each student took the 

responsibility to nourish and maintain the allocated plant. Eventually, the ground attained a glorious look. 

The committee decided to proceed with the same inspiration, enthusiasm and zeal to enhance the beauty of 

the  campus. 
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NSS CRCE 

 

Report on Bottles for change. 

 

Place : Bisleri,Andheri [east]                                           

Date : 21st august 2019.  

 

Bisleri a leading no one company in bevrages and distilled drinking water which was founded in 1965, with 

the increasing amount of plastic spread which is harming our environment, Bisleri has taken this initiative 

by showcasing that plastic is not the problem, but plastic waste created by irresponsible human behaviour is 

the problem this can be only be fixed, by changing our habits. 

This initiative taken by bisleri Bottles for Change aims to create awareness among the citizens,about the 

importance of recycling plastic, and create an effective channel through which the various kinds of used 

plastic can be sent directly for recycling. 

This bisleri initiative bottles for change in collaboration with NSS to make schools colleges and society 

aware about the condition and recycling of plastic played a important role, we could collect 1 ton of plastic 

in our college and made all our students and staff aware about this initiative. 

NSS unit of Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of Engineering is very thankful to bisleri and NSS to take this 

initiative for betterment of society and world. 

Process in brief :  

1. Introduction about bottles for change followed by awareness. 

2. Segregation of clean plastic at user end. 

3. Collection of plastic by plastic agents. 

4. Sending collected clean plastic directly for recycling. 
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Image : group picture of  NSS volunteer in bottles for change awareness session 
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NSS CRCE 

 

 

 Report on Kolhapur Flood Relief Donation  

Place : Fr C.R.C.E    

Date: 22 August 2019.   

 

“You have not lived today until you have done something for someone who can never repay you.” 

― John Bunyan 

 

With the help of NSS unit of Fr.CRCE the students and professors of Fr.CRCE  came together to 

Contribute for flood -affected victims of Kolhapur.Together the college collected and donated essentials like 

clothes, dal, pulses, rice, sanitary pads, soaps, stationery for students such as books crayons , etc. The 

donation campaign was conducted for around a week . 
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Image : essentials packed to deliver 

 

The NSS unit of the college had taken this initiative of collecting these essentials and distributing it to all the 

flood affected victims. Our aim was to work together and support organizations and efforts towards helping 

Kolhapur 

Our community members, students and Professors were very keen and generous in contributing towards the 

relief operation.The donation boxes were kept on each floor of college and students and professors were 

requested to put the essentials in those boxes .The donation campaign  was a great success as various 

students and professors had contributed. On behalf of the NSS unit of Fr.CRCE  we are thankful for each 

one of you for lending your helping hands towards this donation drive . 

 

We hope our small contribution helped all those in need.
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NSS CRCE 

 

 

REPORT ON Blood Donation 1 

 

 

Date: August 28th  2019.                                 

Place: FR. Conceicao Rodrigues College of Enginnering. 

 

 

“Your little effort can give others second chance to live life.” 

 

 

 

 

 

Image : Group picture of hospital staff and nss volunteers 

As  Donating a part of ourselves for the betterment of the society is our motto, NSS CRCE along with the 

staff of renowned TATA Memorial Hospital were successful in organizing a Blood Donation Campaing on 

28th August ,2019 . The Drive received an overwhelming response from the students as well as the staff of 

our college. 
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Various posters and promotion were done of blood donation, in college premises canteen and in staff room. 

The  event commenced  by 10:am in the morning and went upto 4:00 in the evening. Donors of all blood 

groups donated their blood. Each donor was given snacks post donation. Certificates were provided to all the 

donors by the hospital. Donors with rare blood group were given a special gift. Enough amount of blood was 

collected and the hospital staff as well as the donors went home happy faces! 
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NSS CRCE 

 

REPORT ON GANPATIVISARJAN CLEANUP - 1 

 Place :juhu beach, Mumbai.                                         

Date : 19th September 2019. 

 

Image : condition of Juhu beach before the cleanup 

 

Ganpati Visarjan is an auspicious ritual and a festival that brings people together. But with those festivities 

enjoyed by a large crowd , The beaches used for visarjan end up with a lot of litter and waste. This litter is 

very degrading for the environment and the marine life. The beaches also are a huge tourist attractions and 

provide income to many people . Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of Engineering NSS unit took an initative 

in colaboration with Asociation of Social Beyond Boundaries foundation to clean up juhu beach located in 

mumbai suburban, as Ganpati Visarjan beach cleanup . Our enthusiastic volunteers reported at the 

rendezvous point at the Juhu beach, Mumbai in the morning and started cleaning the beach. The volunteers 

gave their best for about 5 hours and the results show their hard work. This event made the volunteers 

realize  the impotance of cleanliness and preserving the environment. And how to come up with an better 

alternative to celebrate ganesh utsav, By using clay idols , paper idols and doing visarjan in artifical ponds or 

coming up with a metal ganesh idol and reusing it every year. 
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Image: group picture of volunteers at Juhu beach after the cleanup.
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NSS CRCE 

 

Walk For Freedom 

 

 

Date: 2nd November 2019.                             

Place: St.Stanislaus High School,Bandra(W) 

 

       The Walk for Freedom is a silent walk where participants pledge to help end human trafficking in 

their lifetimes, and walk single file in a public place holding placards about the reality of human trafficking 

that raises awareness among the watching public. Globally, the Walk is organised by A21, an international 

NGO which is engaged in the fight against modern-day slavery. Here in India, a volunteer mobilisation 

platform based in Mumbai called The Movement India has collaborated with A21, who have together 

partnered with 47 colleges, corporates and NGOs across the country to organise the silent Walk at public 

spaces in Chennai and nine other cities. 

Image: A21 logo 

 

   "Each of us have the choice to step up "Each of us have the choice to step up and be the solution to the 

problems that surround us. Slavery should not exist in our world when we are alive to help put an end to it. 
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We are walking in 10 cities across India on October 19. This event is taking place third time in a row in 

Chennai. It aims to create awareness that slavery still exists. We have a three-fold objective — one is to 

create awareness, second is to help people understand what are the indicators and lastly, if they see 

something or identify it then what they should do," says Biju Thampy, The Movement India's founder. 

 

  The event is being held in India for the past two years and it has been taking place across the world for the 

last five years. In 2017, The Movement India partnered with A21 and launched the Walk in Mumbai where 

almost 350 people turned up in support of the cause. In 2018, it happened across four locations in Mumbai 

and one location in Chennai where over 1450 came for the Walk. In Chennai alone last year more than 580 

people joined and this year the organisers say that they already have over thousand registrations. "This event 

is being conducted with the aim of providing proper advocacy to the cause where government officials like 

child rights commission officers, child welfare officials, police officers, anti-trafficking NGOs, corporate, 

media, colleges all come together to take a pledge against human trafficking for their respective cities," 

explains Preejo TJ, who is heading the Chennai Walk. 

 

 

 

 

 

Image: Students gathered for the walk 

 

The Walk for Freedom was held on 2nd of November. The venue was St.Stanislaus High School located in 

Bandra West.The reprting time was 7.00 am and the event took place for nearly 2 hours upto 9.00 am.We 

were instructed to wear black attire and report. 
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Thus to show our part and protest against the ongoing human trafficking and slavery around the world and 

according to the instructions given,the NSS unit of our college actively participated in this event.The walk 

was carried on from the given location upto Bandstand. All were wearing black clothes and holding placards 

the walk was carried out as a peaceful protest by many students of several colleges including our NSS 

team.After the event a motivational speech was given by chief guest-Shri.Urmila Matondkar.Also 

certificates were provided to all by,’The Movement India’. 

It felt good seeing that how many active students showed interest in this event and we hope that it gives 

some fruitful impact towards the human trafficking scenario overall. 

 

Image: NSS CRCE students that participated in the event. 
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NSS CRCE 

Chinbai Beach 

Date:21st September 2019                                                                                     

Place:Chinbai village,Bandra. 

 On 21 st September 2019 which is also international peace day and word coastal cleanup day, To celebrate 

this day FR.Conceicao Rodrigues College Of Engineering  NSS unit in colaboration with united way mumbai  

had  conducted a cleanliness campaign  .This  beach cleanup campaign was conducted to gain  awareness 

among people to keeping the environment clean and neat as said by anonymous that when you come to sea 

shore only leave yor foot prints and carry your memories.  

 

Image : our volunteers cleaning. 

Arriving at the Chinbai Beach in month of September we were unpleasantly surprised. The amount of trash 

observed while we walking towards our designated spot for cleanup was simply  too astonishing . 

The objective for our cleanup was to beautify  the beach .  For this beach cleaup event 30 students for 

fr.conceicao Rodrigues college NSS unit along with 25 from United way  foundation volunteers for this 
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event.A lot of people had gathered for this cleanup with various organizations background and individuals, 

With this same motto and initiative.we had tp do publicity about this cleanup by social media and messages 

and cordinate united way for colaboration. 

 

Image : Volunteers working for cleanup. 

After the briefing all the participants were eager to clean the beach .The cleanup  started at 8 am and ended till 

11am.The garbage was collect in  huge bags and kept at one place .That collect garbage was later taken by the 

municipality . 

I believe this project of NSS has been the most valuable project and priceless experience to all participants.we 

have been through many challenging experience along this beach  clean up for instance the quick stand at 

some parts of the beach . 

Besides, one the biggest challenge was we had to collect all the state rubbish which sometimes emitted a foul 

smell and we even found some nappies that were thrown inside the rocks. It was a awful  yet gave us a 

challenging experience. 

NSS  CRCE is grateful to all the praticipants and the United way foundation to give a our members an 

opportunity to work . 
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Image : group picture of NSS members
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NSS CRCE 

 

REPORT ON WASTE MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 

 

Date : November 15th,2019.                                                                                                      

Place : Mumbai   

 

 

NSS CRCE conducted a seminar on waste management in collaboration with RUR foundation in a society 

in Andheri East, Mumbai. 

RUR GreenLife is a socio-environmental organization, founded in 2009, passionately working for the planet 

by employing an end-to-end, cradle-to-cradle approach towards urban solid waste management. At RUR, 

people ideate, design, build and implement customized turnkey ‘waste-to-resource’ solutions which are 

sustainable and decentralized for homes, schools organizations and corporate offices. They optimize waste 

recycling(>90%) and thus minimize the impact on landfills and environment. 
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Image : RUR Greenlife foundation logo 

 

 

Vision of the foundation :  

•  To spread eco-consiousness amongst citizens and help them contribute to our planet by adoption 

good green practices. 

Mission of the foundation: 

• Sensitize and educate citizens towards sustainable living 

• Develop eco-friendly products as green alternative 

• Innovate and design solutions to maximize recycling at source and reduce loads to the landfills. 

All the members of the society assembled at the society ground. The seminar began at 10:00 am. 

 

 

Image: Society members at the seminar 
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 In this seminar, the society members were made aware of the importance of waste management and how to 

go about accumulating and reducing the waste which is beneficiary for the ecological system. They were 

instructed about segregation techniques for 3 types of wastes namely WET waste which is 

BIODEGRADABLE, DRY waste which is RECYCLABLE and TRASH which is NON-RECYCLABLE.   

Then they were instructed about the significance of 3R’s- REDUCE, REUSE AND RECYCLE – how to 

reduce the amount of waste, how to recycle the waste and use it again. It was a very informative session. 

 

 

Image: Society member giving a plant sapling as a token of thanksgiving to the foundation 

 

NSS CRCE and the society members are thankful to the RUR foundation for this session and make us aware 

about the importance of waste management which is essential for ecological survival and protecting the 

human and animal special from the harmful side-effects of this waste in our environment. 
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NSS CRCE 

 

REPORT ON MAKING OF COMPOSE PIT 

 

Date: August 17th 2019.                                                                                                             

Place: Mumbai 

 

 

 

  

 

Image : composed pit. 

 

One of the first steps in changing food culture is to develop a food growing area . A key part of this is 

having an effective composting system in place. This is a cornerstone of organic gardening and has many 

benefits to the community and environment. Making compost is not only about providing soil and plants 

with a source of food, it is an integral part of working organically and reducing waste. Composting provides 

a useful way for teachers, pupils and catering staff to explore educational opportunities together. Producing 

compost reduces waste to landfill, greenhouse gases and dependency upon peat based growing media and 

chemical fertilisers, saving money and the environment. 
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 The NSS Unit of FRCRCE organized “Making Of COMPOSE PIT” programme under Guidence of sir 

George (founder) and the National Service Scheme (NSS) on Saturday, 17th August, 2019 in the Emerald 

Court Garden premises. It was attended by NSS Programme Coordinator and more than 50 student 

volunteers. 

The event was begun with the welcome speech by the Sir George and NSS event cordinator. At that time Sir 

George  advised the volunteers to think differently for the society, to make positive changes and to make 

improvement. 

Improving soil by using compost is a keystone of organic gardening. Well-made compost is an incredibly 

useful material. It is a wonderful soil improver, aiding water retention in light sandy soils and breaking up 

heavy clay soil. As a growing medium it provides nutrients to plants, allowing for vigorous growth and 

higher yields. When used as mulch it feeds the plant and improves soil. The composting process has many 

learning opportunities that are accessible to pupils of all ages.Keeping that thought in mind all nss member 

started building up the compose pit. 

 

Image : volunteers digging for pit. 

After all hardwork and determination by NSS member the compose pit was ready. It was a successful event, 

everyone enjoyed and being a part of the program. 

This project is just an initiative by nss member, hoping that in future there will be many more such kind of 

activities that will insist on giving , by following the quote …..‘We make a life by what we give.’ 
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                                          Image : group pic of Nss members. 
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NSS CRCE 

 

 

 REPORT ON 1-Week Terrace Garden Project  

 

 

Date: 18th-24th  August 2019.               

Place: Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of Engineering. 

    

 

   Plantations of trees is important as they improve the life and fulfil essential needs of mankind. During 

photosynthesis, the trees breakdown food materials and consume carbon dioxide. Resultantly with the help 

of sunlight, the trees produce carbohydrates. Moreover, trees support life by providing habitat to different 

species such as squirrels, bees and birds. Trees cleanse the climate by absorbing carbon dioxide from the 

environment and releasing oxygen. The trees cool the environment through their leaves by absorbing the sun 

heat. Thus, there occurs cooling in the atmosphere. The trees provide shades to houses and streets. 
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Image : fund raising stall. 

 

 

Trees clean the air by absorbing harmful chemicals such as nitrogen oxide and removing dust particles from 

the air by absorbing them in their leaves. Another importance of planting trees is that they save the water 

from impurity. Trees stop water pollution by breaking the direct fall of rainfall to the ground. Through trees, 

we make furniture and produce materials like books and papers. Trees help to relax and to reduce blood 

pressure. Different species of trees also relax the mood of people. 

We had kept a proper fund raising program and list of those who have donated and their record we had kept 

crystal clear with eveyone our principal and director supported and helped us a lot for this initiative. 

Pre-plannning of the project 

 

Our college has had a long standing tradition of preservation of culture, heritage and flora and fauna. In 

order to sensitize students towards the need to preserve our environment and ecology, tree plantation drives 

are organised in our college from time to time. One such drive was held during 18th-24th August. 

Firstly our college performed a fund raising campaign for the tree plantation project. Many students showed 

keen interest in donating for the project and most of the fund required were provided by our college.Then 

the collection of things started accordingly.Firstly to make the pots for planting the plants we collected old 

drums,cut them to half and recycled them. Then after soil and compost were collected to give nourishment 

to the plants for further growth. 

In this pre-planning I with my fellow mates had to get things delivered drums cut compose mixed and keep 

ready for planting. 
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Image: Preparations  for the tree plantation 

 

 

 Afterwards we collected plants from local nursuries which included some basic fruit and normal plants 

which included; 

• Guava 

• Kaju(Cashew) 

• Lemon 

• Hibiscus 

• chickoo ,etc. 

• Iniatiation of the tree plantation 
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On the first day i.e, on 18th of August our NSS unit members gathered together for the project as per the 

given schedule. Then the plants were planted accordingly with great interest by our NSS members as 

instructed by our teachers.Our NSS unit showed keen interest while planting the plants and filling the pots 

with soil and compost.All the pots were labelled based on the tree planted in them. 

As this day was special we had to keep everything ready and our plants are to be planted finally. 

 

 

                                Image: Plantation of saplings. 
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• Inauguration 

 

 After all the plantation was done,our director,’Fr.Valerian Dsouza’ and principal’ Dr. Srija 

unnikrishnan’ inaugurated the terrace garden project and watered the plants with various other faculty 

members planting samplings. 

 

Image: Inauguration ceremony 

 

 The project took place in a good shiny area within the college premises.Its motive was to; 

• Provide more greenery to our college premises. 

• Keep the surrounding air healthy and clean 

• Provide food and fruits  

• Add unity to in our NSS team and rise team-spirit 
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   Our NSS members gathered after college and happily contributed towards the initiative.We hope our 

efforts do not go in vain and give us good outcomes. Various plants are thus set up and we take care of it on 

regular basis and water idaily.Thus,this was the little we contributed towards our planet,for its better future. 

 

      

 

       Image:Sampling planted on terrace garden . 
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NSS CRCE 

 

REPORT ON TREE PLANTATION 

 

 

Date: 8th August 2019                                                                                                         

  Place: Mumbai. 

 

“Reversing deforestation is complicated; planting trees is simple” 

Image : one of our nss member planting. 

 

Fr. CRCE launched an extensive plantation programme in St. Peter’s high school on August 8. As a part of 

national service scheme our institute binds to contribute to the activities which are beneficial to the 

improvement of the society. The students and teachers from our college planted saplings in empty places in 

well organized manner. The tree plantation programme started at 10am. In order to restore the eco-balance 
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of the afforestation this drive was taken with all seriousness. Trees play an important role in reducing the air 

pollution and to maintain the good quality air level in environment. So every individual should plant as 

many trees as possible . Because day by day pollution level in environment is getting worse. Hence, 

plantation is the only solution. As the surrounding of  St . Peter’s high school is crowded by vehicles so it 

may lead to increase the pollution level in that area. As it is also surrounding by educational institute ,tree 

plantation will help to maintain the good air quality. 

Image : turning tide founder Mr. George giving instruction to our Nss members. 

This tree plantation programme was done in collaboration with turning tide George Sir who helped us a lot. 

All necessary support was provided to students and thus the programme was successfully completed. 

Participants were highly excited and enthusiastic to make it a big success. Many trees were planted like 

neem, Ashoka, Queen’s flower, tulip tree, fountain tree. Fruits like guava, mango, etc. were planted. 

Participants planted, fenced and watered the plants. Students understood the importance of plantation and 

types of trees beneficial for environment.  
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                                Image : group pic of plantation drive.
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NSS CRCE 

 

REPORT ON Blood Donation 2 

 

 

Date: January 28th  2020.                      Place: FR. Conceicao Rodrigues College of 

Enginnering. 

 

“Never feel yourself weak, you have the ability to save a life. Just donate blood.” 

 

As  Donating a part of ourselves for the betterment of the society is our motto, NSS CRCE along with the 

staff of renowned Holy Family Hospital (Bandra West) were successful in organizing a Blood Donation 

Campaing on 28th  January ,2020 . The Drive received an overwhelming response from the students as 

well as the staff of our college. 

Various posters and adverticement were done of blood donation, in college premises canteen and in staff 

room. 
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Image : our volunteers helping donors. 

The  event commenced  by 10:am in the morning and went upto 4:00 in the evening. Donors of all blood 

groups donated their blood. Each donor was given snacks post donation. Certificates were provided to all the 

donors by the hospital. Donors with rare blood group were given a special gift. Enough amount of blood was 

collected and the hospital staff as well as the donors went home happy faces! 
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NSS CRCE 

 

 

Report on Plastic Ban Rally 

 

Date:24th September 2019.                                                                                                         

 Place:Bandra. 

 

 

 On 24th September 2019, FR.Conceicao Rodrigues College Of Engineering had conducted a Plastic Ban 

Rally. As 24th September is celebrated as NSS day we students decided to celebrated this day in a unique 

way by conducting awareness campaign among people. 

For this rally I had to take permission from college then police who helped us throught the rally,various 

banners and posters were also made. 
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Image : our volunteers carrying banner 

 

By taking the permission for Mumbai police we started our rally from Bandra  station to our college which 

is located a Bandstand. 

 The voluenteers were instructed to report at the location at 7.30 am on 24th September .NSS was 

celebrating their 50th anniversary on that day.To commemorate this Rally was organized .The voluteers were 

then briefly instructed about the rules and regulations to follow during this rally.  

 

 

Image : volunteers walking for rally 

 

 

 

Holding aloft banners carrying slogans that dissuaded the use of plastic in the city, the voluteers reached the 

college covering the distance of 3kms . 

Many slogans were said like “DON’T BE DRASTIC ,SAY NO TO PLASTIC”, “USE PAPER BAG 

REDUCE PLASTIC BAG”, “DO SOMETHING DRASTIC,CUT THE PLASTIC”, etc. 

We were accompanied by the Mumbai police from start till the end of the our rally.All thanks to the Mumbai 

police for this peaceful rally. It was indeed a very good experience. 
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Image : Fr. Valerian our director giving pledge with our NSS volunteers. 

 

 Thanking the Mumbai police we went to our college were the director of our college Fr.Valerian D’souza  

and along with 50 voluteers took the pledge to refrain from unnecessary usage of plastic and convinced  

their family and friends against plastic usage to create environmental responsibility. 

 

 

Image : group pic of NSS members with director and security head. 
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NSS CRCE is greateful of Mumbai police as well as our director and all the voluteers for their support to 

organize this peaceful and successful rally to make people aware of their responsibility to use cloth bags and 

change the use and throw culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NSS CRCE 

 

                      

 REPORT ON HAPPY HOURS STALL 

 

“We only have what we give.” 

― Isabel Allende 

 

Date: November 28th,2019 to November 30th,2019      

 Place: Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College Of Engineering 

 

 

NSS CRCE organized a workshop “HAPPY HOURS” in collaboration with CEREBRAL PALSY 

ASSOCIATION OF INDIA(CPAI) in the college premises of Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of 

Engineering, Mumbai.  
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Cerebral Palsy Association of India and it’s unit Happy Hours Workshop for P.D.A’s(People with Different 

Abilities) was initiated in the Year 1968, by a set of dedicated parents of individuals with special needs. The 

aim was SERVING COMMUNITY, ENRICHING LIFE. Housed in bright and airy premises with large 

comfortable classrooms and activity areas, the workshop is student’s delight. At CPAI, they welcome people 

with P.D.A’s by providing engagement and helping them to be a part of the integrated social framework, 

thus giving their parents some free time to focus on their own lives. 

 

                              

                                                                

 

Image: Various activities for the physically challenged at the CPAI 

In the HAPPY HOURS workshop, the NSS members set up a stall in the college premises for 3 days from 

11:00am to 3:00pm. This event was organised to encourage the handicapped children by selling the 

products they made, and the amount collected was given to the CPAI to help this children. The various 

products they made were rakhis, bracelets, greeting cards, necklaces and paper bags. 
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Image : NSS Members at the stall selling the products 

 

NSS CRCE is thankful to the CEREBRAL PALSY ASSOCIATION OF INDIA(CPAI) for giving us the 

opportunity to conduct this workshop in our college premises and help the physically challenged people by 

selling their product 

 

 

 

Image: College staff and students buying the products at the stall.
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NSS CRCE       

ASBB FUN RUN (MARATHON) VOLUNTERRING REPORT 

DATE: 16th February 2020                                                               

ASBB (Association of Social Beyond Boundaries) is a group of enthusiastic, self -driven, change makers who 

take upon themselves the responsibility of bringing about the change they wish to see. Mr. Sagar Jain founder 

of Association of Social Beyond Boundaries came up with a vison and mission to form this trust. On the 

completion of 4 years, ASBB (Association of Social Beyond Boundaries) announced a 4kms Fun Run “RUN 

BEYOND BOUNDARIES”. 

 

As people of different age groups were participating in this Fun Run Marathon There were high chances of 

runners getting interrupted or risking their safety on the busy roads of Ville Parle. So to avoid chaotic situations 
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and handle the Marathon peacefully and with ease, Mr. Sagar jain took an initiative to maintain the chaos 

along with his team but it was not possible to keep an eye on the entire route for his team. 

So this year along with ASBB team, 25 of our volunteers passionately participated in the ASBB FUN RUN 

Volunteering on 16th Feb 2020 at Swatantrya Veer Savarkar Udyan. 

 

For this marathon we had to plan and promote the marathon in marathon our volunteers were given task I had to 

cordinate with the founder and organize this marathon.
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The volunteers reported the site at 5:30am, and were given a briefing about the marathon by Mr. Sagar 

Jain. The volunteers were divided into groups of 2-3 as per requirement and were assigned respective spots 

to look upon. All the volunteers were leaded by an ASBB member to avoid chaotic situations and effective 

approach. Each and every volunteer had a specific task at a particular period of time. All the volunteers 

were given their task before the marathon started. The gates and the Registration window were open by 

6:30am and the Marathon started around 70:30am. Some of our volunteers were kept at the entrance to 

acknowledge the participants and to check their chest numbers, while few were at the water counter. 

Zumba activity was carried out at 7:00am before starting the marathon, as to ensure that there were no sprains 

in muscles as enough stretching was done during the Zumba activity by a professional Zumba instructor. The 

volunteer’s jobs included tasks like Traffic management, Ensuring Safety of the Runners, preventing runners from 

cheating during the marathon by taking a shortcut. After the Marathon was complete runners returned to the 

Swatanrya Veer Savarkar udyan while the volunteers followed them by clearing the posters, banners and water 

desks. 
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After Marathon was complete All the runners and the volunteers were re-energized by RED BULL and also 

some healthy snack which included fresh juices, sandwiches and fruits. Every participant was awarded 3 

certificates and a participation medal wherein volunteers were given certificates as well. The marathon 

ended with a felicitation program and a vote of thanks. 

NSS CRCE is grateful of ASBB for giving our members an opportunity to work and experience live traffic 

management and willingness to bring a change in the society. 
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NSS CRCE 

 

Report on no smoking pledge. 

 

Place : Fr. C.R.C.E                                                                    

Date : 25th September 2019. 

 

 

 

Image : students taking pledge. 
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NSS unit of Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of Engineering  took this initiative to make all students 

pledge for no smoking and made posters and slogans to be showcased on corridors. 

Pledge which is I xyz  promise to not smoke or use any tobacco products now and forever. In addition, I 

will always try to stay away from secondhand smoke, which is a danger  to my health. I will do my best to 

encourage people who do smoke or use tobacco products, and will do my best to support them as they try to 

quit. 

Although nicotine is addictive, most of the severe health effects of tobacco use comes from other chemicals. 

Tobacco smoking can lead to lung cancer, chronic bronchitis, and emphysema. It increases the risk of heart 

disease, which can lead to stroke or heart attack. Smoking has also been linked to other cancers, leukemia, 

cataracts, Type 2 Diabetes, and pneumonia. All of these risks apply to use of any smoked product, including 

hookah tobacco. Smokeless tobacco increases the risk of cancer, especially mouth cancers. 

We would like to thank our students and staff for supporting. 

 

For this pledge we had to take permission from principal mam and each class teacher for conducting pledge 

in their class.
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NSS CRCE 

 

 

Report on Mission Blue Seminar. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Date : 8th July 2019.                                                                                     

  Place : Fr.C.R.C.E 

 

 

 

Image : presentation by united way. 
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United way mumbai is a renowned organization which started mission blue project in which awareness 

about ocean and marine life was given and how we can contribute for well beingMost life forms evolved 

initially in marine habitats. By volume, oceans provide about 90 percent of the living space on the 

planet. The earliest vertebrates appeared in the form of fish, which live exclusively in water. Some of these 

evolved into amphibians which spend portions of their lives in water and portions on land. Other fish 

evolved into land mammals and subsequently returned to the ocean as seals, dolphins or whales. Plant forms 

such as kelp and algae grow in the water and are the basis for some underwater ecosystems. Plankton forms 

the general foundation of the ocean food chain, particularly the phytoplankton which are key primary 

producers.  

In this seminar to call and arrange was atask for us where we had to fix a date and proper timimg for 

conducting this seminar We would like to that united way for conducting this seminar and all our nss 

volunteers.
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NSS CRCE 

 

REPORT ON BANDRA FAIR VOLUNTEERING  

Date: 08 To 15 September 2019.                                           

 Place: Mumbai.                                                                                          

The Mount Mary Church, located in the heart of Bandra is known to have infinite number of visitors 

each year. The peak number of devotees are expected when the Church organizes a week long Novena 

to celebrate the birth of Mother Mary in the month of September every year. It generally begins on the 

second Sunday of the month and goes upto the next Sunday. 

                              Image : Mary of Mount. 

 

As People from all faiths and across India visit the place during this season, there are chances of 

commotion and other chaotic situations. So to handle the matters smoothly, the Mumbai Police took it to 

their hands, the responsibility of managing the crowd and traffic. 

So, this year along with the Mumbai Police, 45 of our volunteers tirelessly participated in the Bandra fair 

volunteering cum crowd management for the entire week. 
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Image : Our volunteers managing crowd.and helping aged 

The volunteers were divided into 2 time slots, 8:00am-2:00pm and 2:00pm- 8:00pm based on their 

respective duties where they performed their assigned tasks effortlessly. Further, they were segregated into 

assisting the Police into various tasks like managing the crowd, helping them form queues, traffic control 

management, security checks, guiding pilgrims to exits, fair, restrooms etc. They also guided the senior 

citizens off their buses to the seats in the church and back. Extra help was given if it was needed (providing 

them with wheelchairs, canes and other support). 

There was a special mass offered for the senior citizens where food packets were to be distributed among 

the pilgrims. Our volunteers carried out the task smoothly as their unity showed. The volunteers were given 

daily meals and other refreshments by the Mumbai police throughout the week. Each of the volunteer with 

0% Absentee record was allotted with 45 hours of NSS service. All the volunteers were awarded with a 

certificate with Mumbai Police stamping. 

 

Image : Devotes worshiping Mother of Mount 

 

NSS CRCE is grateful of the Mumbai Police for giving our members an opportunity to work and 

experience various crowd and traffic control management methods and assisting them throughout this 

week long journey.Here I had to take permission from police our college and registering names of those 

who are interested collaborating with mumbai police. 
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Image : Group picture of volunteers with Volunteers from Andrews College 
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NSS CRCE 

 

REPORT ON SELF DEFENCE WORKSHOP 

 

  Date: 6th March,2020                                          

Place : Mumbai           

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image:Welcome speech by the President. 
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Fr Conceicao Rodrigues College of Engineering conducted self defence workshop organized by the NSS 

council in college. The event took place at the college auditorium, 1:00 pm onwards. The event started with 

welcoming the guest by the president of NSS council and the workshop started with instructor showing 

several videos and explaining the importance of self defence. 

After watching several videos, the actual workshop started with giving them hand on experience of the 

defence techniques. The instructor explained about the basics of self defence and when to use them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image: Demonstration of the self defence techniques 

The event was successful with active participation of students as well as faculty members inclusive of the 

other staff. This workshop was a 4 hour workshop which included basic self defence techniques. Personal 

attention was given to all the participants and it was made sure that everyone was well versed in the taught 

techniques.  

 

All the participants were made to practise the techniques with other participant. After the practical workshop 

all the participants were asked to give their feedback. The feedback of students was positive and looking for 

similar workshop in future. The event concluded with felicitation ceremony and followed by thank you 

speech by the President.  
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Image: felicitation ceremony 

 

In a society where crime has risen to a shocking extent, the ability to protect ourselves from 

undesirable situations has become a necessity. Self-defence is of the utmost importance in the kind 

of the world we live in today. NSS CRCE looks forward to help people get educated with such 

informative workshops.  
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NSS CRCE 

 

Report on corona awareness 

 

Date : 28th January 2019                                                                             

Place: Fr.C.R.C.E 

 

As this novel corona virus was just in news nss unit of Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College took an initative of 

making people aware about it symptoms, how to prevent from it and what is it . 

We spread this awareness by making posters creating message and posting on social media platforms. 
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 Image : poster of corona virus. 
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NSS SPECIAL CAMP 

TANDULWADI 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Every year a special NSS camp of 7 days takes place where all the volunteer of NSS CRCE actively take 

part in understanding the village problems solving them and spreading awareness and educating people. This 

year the camp took place at beautiful and enchanting village called tandulwadi which is located few 

kilometre away from saphale city which lies in palghar district, Maharashtra. The village is surrounded by 

mountains and farms with greenery everywhere being there is like a gift for the eyes. The village is full of 

friendly and helpful people who helped us through out the camp. There were lot of pre- camp activities to be 

done for all the activities we were going to do at the camp and our main project which was painting the 

school walls; hence, all the members were divided into groups and given tasks accordingly. 
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Image: Tandulwadi village,Saphale
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Day 1: Sarpanch visit 

 

 15th December 2019 

 

The first day of NSS special camp started on 15th December 2019 where everyone was told to report at 

saphale station by 9.00 A.M and then further we started our journey to tandulwadi village and reached there 

by 10.30 A.M . The sarpanch of the village welcomed us, after everyone settled we interacted with sarpanch 

and he told us about various problem faced by the village. Then at the end everyone gathered  and 

discussed for a solution for the problems faced by villagers, we also discussed and planned for the next day 

activity which was sports day and made groups of people and divided all the responsibilities for the sports 

day activity among the groups. 
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  Image: Volunteers interacting with sarpanch of the village     Day 2: Sporst Day 

 

16th December 2019 

 

On the second day all the volunteers headed towards the school with enthusiasm and excitement for the 

sports day activity. We first met the principle of the school and discussed how we were going to conduct the 

activities. Then everyone interacted with the children of the school and they were full of energy and were 

eagerly waiting for us to start the activity. There were various activities conducted simultaneously and we 

saw to it that everyone would get a chance to participate in all activities. We conducted activities such as 

hopping, running, sakli, football,ect. For the nursery kids we kept a drawing competition in which all the 

material was provided by us. Then at the end we distributed prizes to all the winners. At the end of the day 

all volunteers  gathered and discussed about school wall painting which is our main project starting 

tomorrow.     

                                  Image: Prize distribution to all the winners 
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Day 3: School Wall Painting 

 

 17th December 2019 

 

The third day was a important day as we were starting our main project which is the school wall painting. 

First sanding of the walls was done where all the volunteers were given sand papers and sanding of the walls 

to be painted was done. Then after sanding we had to apply base paint on the walls and fill holes on the 

walls with cement; hence, all the walls to be painted and the holes to be cemented  were divided among all 

the volunteers and everyone showed a great team spirit leading to completion of the painting and cementing. 

Now we had to wait for the next day for the paint to dry so that we could draw cartoons and paint them 

making the walls fun and something the children would love. 

 

 

                          

Image: Volunteer painting the school wall     
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Day 4: School Mentoring and Wall Painting 

 

 18th December 2019 

 

On the fourth day we donated two computers to the school and also had to complete the remaining drawings 

on the wall. Some volunteers helped the children set up the computer and taught them all the basics of 

operating the computer, they also taught them paint and all the  parts of the computer, while the other 

volunteers were drawing cartoons on the wall and painting them. Our project of school wall painting was 

completed by the end of the day.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Image:School Mentoring                  Image:Volunteers drawing and painting cartoons on wall 
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Day 5: Survey 

 

19th December 2019 

 

On the fifth day all the volunteers according to their group went to the village and took a survey of the 

village. We took surveys to know about their work, income, education, living, total family members in the 

house and what do they do,etc. We also asked them how the government is helping them and what problems 

they are facing and if they are getting any help with their problems. The motive of the survey was to know 

and understand their problems so that next year when we go we can do some development and help them 

with it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image:Volunteers taking survey   
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Day 6: Trekking 

 

20th December 2019 

 

On the sixth day of NSS Camp we were all set to go for trekking to explore the nature. We went for trekking 

on Tandulwadi fort which is a famous trekking spot, where many people come from different places to 

explore the beauty that lies in Tandulwadi. We started our trekking in the morning by 6:00 A.M and came 

back in the afternoon by 3:00 P.M. Everyone was super excited as trekking was everyone’s favourite 

adventure sport. The fort was build 800 years ago and it was primarily used as a watch tower over 

surroundings plain. The village Tandulwadi was beautiful but we came to know about its real beauty when 

we saw it from the fort its was marvellous. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    Image: Trekking at Tandulwadi Fort 
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Day 7: Awareness and Tree Plantation 

 

21st December 2019 

 

On the 7th day the final day of the camp, we called doctors from the Chaitanya foundation who educated 

young girls about menstrual hygiene and puberty. After the awareness seminar was over with the help of 

school students we planted some sampling so that they should have value of plants and learn to protect our 

ecosystem. The students took active part in planting the sampling and promised to take good care of them 

until they are all well grown. 

 

 

 

              

 

 

 

                           Image: Doctors giving seminar to young girls 
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FR.CONCEICAO RODRIGUES COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 

Father Angels Ashram Road, Bandra West, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400050. 

REPORT OF ROTARACT CLUB OF FRCRCE 

(2019-20) 

The Rotaract Club of CRCE has been affiliated with the Rotary Club of Bombay Bandra, which has 

recognized the efforts that the Rotaract Club of Fr. CRCE has put in order to make a difference to 

society.  This year Rotaract Club of Fr. Agnel College (Bandra West) is affiliated to Father Agnel 

Ashram and NGO called Bigger Than Life. Bigger than Life (BTL) is an NGO who reaches out to the 

underprivileged children and their families who stay in the slums of Bandstand. This club organizes 

many events in odd and even semester like donation drive, Cleanliness Drive, Marathon, trek, and many 

more to help and to raise the fund for charity. It also creates awareness of education for underprivileged 

women and children through Marathon and other events. This club has donated Rs. 15k to Father Agnel 

Ashram and 15 K to BTL NGO. 

 

List of council members 2019-20 

Name Post Class 

CORE TEAM (SC)  

Rtr. Nachiket Nisal President TE IT 

Rtr. Aishwarya Parulekar Vice President TE ELEX 

Rtr. Cassia Vaz Secretary TE COMPS 

Rtr. Mohit Kunder Joint Secretary& Technical Head TE COMPS 

Rtr. Pranavnath Tiwari Sergeant at arms officer & Marketing Head TE PROD 

Rtr. Simren Batra Public Relations Head TE IT 
Rtr. Dhwani Rajgaur Treasurer TE PROD 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS (JC) 

Rtr. Mukesh Purohit Club Service Director SE PROD 

Rtr. Hanita Rego  Community service director  SE IT 

Rtr. Ashish Bandarkar Marketing Directors  SE IT 
Rtr. Saloni Khanna Marketing Directors SE IT 
Rtr. Hrithik Gupta Professional Development Director SE Elex 

Rtr. Saptarshi Chatterjee Taskforce Director SE ELEX 

1)Rtr. Leandra Monteiro 
2)Rtr. Kraig Fernandes 

Public Relations Director 
 

SE IT 
SE Elex 
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List of activities conducted 2019

SR. NO ACTIVITY INFORMATION
1 Amazing 

Race 
A treasure hunt across 
west.

2 Footpool 
(Synergy) 

Combination of Football & 
Pool.

3 FootSlog Annual Trek for the college 
students.

4 Mic Drop A multi
celebrating music,
poetry and much more.

6 Heart & Sole 
Run 3 

3rd

Charity Run which is not 
limited to just college 
students.

7  Our Only 
Home 

NGO Project with BTL NGO 
for teaching kids about 
environmental issues 

8  
 Building A 
Rockstar 
Linkedin 
Profile 

 
 A seminar for the students of 
our college to help them 
understand the importance of 
LinkedIn, and guide them to 
build a professional LinkedIn 
profile. by Dr. Khushbhu 
Trehan. She is a Professor and 
Employability Trainer, Dale 
Carnegie Certified Trainer, 
and British Council Certified 
IELTS Trainer.

 
 
 

Submitted by  

 

 

Dr. Sujata Deshmukh  

List of activities conducted 2019-20 

INFORMATION DATE PARTICIPATION
A treasure hunt across Bandra 
west. 

30-08-2019 Students

Combination of Football & 
Pool. 

30-08-2019 Students
 

Annual Trek for the college 
students. 

14-09-2019 Students
Teachers 
 

A multi-genre event 
celebrating music, comedy, 
poetry and much more. 

09-10-2019 Students
Teacher 
 

rd edition of the annual 
Charity Run which is not 
limited to just college 
students. 

01-03-2020 Students
Teachers 
 

NGO Project with BTL NGO 
for teaching kids about 
environmental issues  

4 Weekly 
sessions in 
the Month 
of 
September  

Students
 

A seminar for the students of 
our college to help them 
understand the importance of 
LinkedIn, and guide them to 
build a professional LinkedIn 
profile. by Dr. Khushbhu 
Trehan. She is a Professor and 
Employability Trainer, Dale 
Carnegie Certified Trainer, 
nd British Council Certified 

IELTS Trainer. 

 
 5th May, 
2020 at 
4PM- 
MODE-
ONLINE 

Students

  

PARTICIPATION 
Students- 90 

Students– 78 

Students– 105 
Teachers – 02 

Students– 185 
Teacher – 02 

Students– 700 
Teachers – 05 

Students– 25 

Students–70 
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Amazing Race: Photos:   
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3.4.1, 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 Proofs 
 
 
 
 
 

(Extension Activity proofs) 

2018-19 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Index of Extension Activities 
 

 
Name of the activity 

Organising unit/ agency/ 
collaborating agency /Name 

of Scheme 

 
Page No 

Year 

Green Hands Project Rotaract Club 2 2018-19 

Awaaz Rotaract Club 3 2018-19 

the you project Rotaract Club 3 2018-19 

we are the world Rotaract Club 3 2018-19 

Footpool Rotaract Club 4 2018-19 

Amazing race Rotaract Club 5 2018-19 

MICDROP Rotaract Club 6 2018-19 

Paws For A Cause Rotaract Club 7 2018-19 

HEART AND SOLE RUN 2.0 Rotaract Club 8 2018-19 

COME TOGETHER Rotaract Club 10 2018-19 

Mumbai Roti bank for TATA mumbai 
Marathon 

TEDX 
 

11 
2018-19 

RATNA Nidhi charitable trust book 
Sorting 

TEDX 
 

24 
2018-19 

Bandra Fair TEDX 26 2018-19 

Aditya Jyot Guiness world record TEDX 32 2018-19 

Rewind TEDX 44 2018-19 

Synergy(football game) TEDX 46 2018-19 

NSS orientation NSS 48 2018-19 

Stem Cell Donation NSS 49 2018-19 
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FR.CONCEICAO RODRIGUES COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Father Angels Ashram Road, Bandra West, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400050.

Phone: 022 6711 4000

REPORT OF ROTARACT CLUB OF FRCRCE

(2018-19)

The Rotaract Club of CRCE has been affiliated with the Rotary Club of Bombay Bandra, which 

has recognized the efforts that the Rotaract Club of Fr. CRCE has put in order to make a 

difference to the society. The Rotaract Club of Fr. agnel College (Bandra West) is affiliated to  

an NGO called Bigger Than Life. Bigger Than Life (BTL) is an NGO who reaches out to the 

underprivileged children and their families who stay in the slums of Bandstand.

Following are list of events in odd and even semester with its details.

ODD semester events

 Green Hands Project
 NGO Sessions
 SYNERGY FEST EVENTS- Foot Pool , Amazing Race
 MICDROP

Even semester events

 Paws For A Cause
 HEART AND SOLE RUN 2.0
 Come Together

1

https://www.google.co.in/search?client=firefox-b-ab&amp;sa=X&amp;biw=1350&amp;bih=635&amp;q=fr.+conceicao+rodrigues+college+of+engineering+phone&amp;ved=0ahUKEwihoODyh8zVAhUOTI8KHdSlCwcQ6BMImQEwEA


`

Green Hands Project
Date: 28th July, 2018
Venue: Bigger Than Life NGO, Santacruz

Description:

Project Green Hands was undertaken by the Rotaract Club of Fr. CRCE and supported by the 
Rotary Club of Bombay Bandra. This tree plantation drive was conducted at NGO Bigger Than 
Life, Santacruz. The children of the NGO actively participated in this drive and they were briefed 
about the importance of tree plantation.

2



`

NGO Sessions

The Rotaract Club of Fr. CRCE conducted Three Projects with the NGO Bigger Than Life. The 
name of the projects were:-

1. Awaaz:- Project Awaaz was conducted in the month of August at the Santacruz branch of the 
NGO Bigger Than Life. Following thingy were covered in this project
- Non Violence
- Gender equality
- Self Defense
- Good Touch Bad Touch

2. The You Project :- The You Project was conducted in the month of September with the kids 
of the NGO. This project was our attempt to make the kids self sufficient and inculcate good 
values in them. This project covered
- basics to first aid
- Facts
- Self appreciation
- values and morals

3. We Are The World:- We are the world was the final project for the year and was conducted 
in the month of January. This particular project was focused to enhance the creativity and 
observation power of the children. We are the world covered
- Take flight with the kite
- Sea's the day
- DIY: Paper Bag
- Plants and endangered species

3



`

Paws For A Cause

Date: 9th February, 2019
Venue: The Welfare of Stray Dogs, Lower Parel
Footfall: 3 batches of 10 people each
Timing: 10am-1pm

Description:
Paws for a Cause was Rotaract’s Initiative for creating awareness about animal welfare, while 
also having a chill session- playing with dogs. 3 batches of 10 were made, and the batches were 
headed by two Club members. Each batch had a session of 1 hour each. The volunteers were 
given tasks like feeding, bathing, brushing the fur, and walking the dogs. The supervisors at the 
organisation were giving helpful tips and information about animal care.

7



`

HEART AND SOLE RUN 2.0

DATE : 3rd March, 2019

TIME : 15Km - 6:15am

10Km - 6:30am 

5Km - 6:45am 

1Km - 7:00am

VENUE : Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues College of Engineering

DESCRIPTION : There were three warm up sessions after an interval of every 15 mins which 
were followed by the commencement of the the respective run. The charity run covered the 
routes of Bandstand, Carter Road, Hill Road. The run concluded in our college followed by 
breakfast and Medal and certificate distribution.

Number of Participants :500-600

Cash Prize for winners :

15km: 

1st place

Men - Rs3000 

Women - Rs 3000 

2nd place

Men - Rs 2000 

Women--Rs 2000 

3rd Place

Men - Rs 1500 

Women--Rs 1500

8



`

10km : 

1st Place

Men- Rs2000 

Women - Rs2000 

2nd place

Men - Rs1500 

Women - Rs1500 

3rd place

Men - Rs 1000 

Women - Rs 1000

9
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FR.CONCEICAO RODRIGUES COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 

Father Angels Ashram Road, Bandra West, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400050. 

Phone: 022 6711 4000 
 

 

REPORT OF ROTARACT CLUB OF FRCRCE 

(2017-18) 
 

 

The Rotaract Club of CRCE has been affiliated with the Rotary Club of Bombay Bandra, which 

has recognized the efforts that the Rotaract Club of Fr. CRCE has put in order to make a 

difference to the society. The Rotaract Club of Fr. agnel College (Bandra West) is affiliated to  

an NGO called Bigger Than Life. Bigger Than Life (BTL) is an NGO who reaches out to the 

underprivileged children and their families who stay in the slums of Bandstand. 

Following are list of events in odd and even semester with its details. 

Odd Semester Events 
 

1) Footpool : 

Footpool was the first event organised by The Rotaract Club of Fr.CRCE 2017-18. It took place 

on the day of Synergy, 24 August at the Gymkhana at the 6th floor from 11am to 2pm. Footpool 

was a one participant, time and skill based event where each participant had to pot footballs in an 

arrangement made similar to the pool table. 

2) Amazing race : 

The Amazing Race was the second event organised by The Rotaract Club of Fr.CRCE 2017-18. 

It took place on the day of Synergy, 24 August around 4pm, outside our college premises, around 

Bandra west. The Amazing Race was a team based, treasure hunt, where teams of 3 (max 4) had 

to put their minds to test and look for clues, with the first clue being given at the college 

Basketball court, from where the race essentially began. The event lasted for two hours and the 

last clue led the teams back to the college. 

3) Donation Week 

 First week of August 
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 A week of college students donating something for charity in boxes placed around 

college 

4) Trek 

The footslog i.e. the annual trek is an initiative taken by the Rotaract club of FR.CRCE to build 

companionship amongst the students of various BE courses. It was a trek amidst nature that the 

Prabalmachi Fort had to offer. It was a one day trek and the guarantee of their safety was taken 

by the Rotaract council. This trek was scheduled on the 24th of September. 

 
Even Semester Events 

1) Cleanliness Drive 

The Clean Up Drive was an initiative taken up by the Rotaract Club of Fr.CRCE so as to 

promote awareness of the environment. The event took place on the 21st of January, 2018 (free 

of charge) at the Mahim beach opposite Hinduja Hospital with a footfall of about 40 

volunteers from college. All the garbage the volunteers collected was safely deposited and taken 

care of by the BMC 

2) Installation Ceremony 

The Rotaract Club of CRCE has been affiliated with the Rotary Club of Bombay Bandra, which 

has recognized the efforts that the Rotaract Club of Fr. CRCE has put in order to make a 

difference to the society. The Rotary Club of Bombay, Bandra wished to honour the Rotaract 

Club of Fr. CRCE and officially install the team of Rotaractors.This event witnessed the 

presence of the President of the Rotary Club of Bombay Bandra and other dignitaries. This event 

took place on the 17th of February,2018. 

3) Marathon 

The Heart and Sole run was an initiative taken up by the Rotaract club of Fr.CRCE so as to 

gather the zealous youth of the city to run for a cause. The run was organised in association with 

the NGO bigger than life who work for the betterment of the underprivileged slum children at 

bandstand. Participants could choose between 3 distances namely 12km, 6km, and 1.5km. 

Taking place on the 4th of March 2018, the runs would begin at the foot of Fr. Agnels Ashram 

at bandstand and would span almost the whole of Bandra West and return back to the starting 

point for the finish line. 

4) Come Together 

87



 

Come Together was the final event of the academic year 2017-2018, organized by The Rotaract 

Club of Fr. CRCE. This event was conducted to celebrate the journey of The Rotaract Club of Fr. 

CRCE throughout the year. It took place on 22nd March, 2018 from 5:00pm - 8:30pm in 

SAMVAAD. It was an open event that was also used as a platform to create an awareness about 

Bigger Than Life and to showcase various talents of the wonderful children of the above 

mentioned NGO. Along with this, the event witnessed 5 motivational speakers from different 

walks of life, who shared their life stories and inspired the children and the audience. 

 A variety show to raise money for charity 

 A fundraiser event 
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NSS ACTIVITIES 2017-18 
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